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SECTION 1

PRESENTATION OF THE SECTOR

1.1. Introduction to Entertainment Technologies
Even though ways to entertain ourselves have changed
throughout history – in ancient Rome, for example, people
would relax in thermal baths or attend gladiator games and
chariot races – entertainment has always been associated
with the idea of doing something to amuse ourselves, to
have fun or relax in our leisure time. Indeed, although the
essential ingredient of entertainment have always been the
same, namely providing emotions, the entertainment
industry, like any other industry, has evolved over time.
Today, as the fourth industrial revolution is in full swing,
entertainment companies are seizing the opportunities
offered by innovative technologies and digital transformation
to implement new operational and commercial models.
This new ecosystem, in which the state of technology
directly affects music, television and movies, sports as well
as art and the cultural world, allows companies in the
sector to offer spectators, supporters and visitors ever
more intense experiences. It is also important to bear in
mind that new entertainment technology not only modifies
the way entertainment is delivered to audiences but also
the way in which stories are created (including using
special effects and computer graphic animations).
Moreover, companies in the entertainment sector not only
follow contemporary digital trends, but also (and maybe
even predominantly) current societal trends. In doing this,
they also pay great attention to the tastes and desires of
their spectators, supporters and visitors, assigning the end
user a central role in their future entertainment strategies.
This is highlighted by the growing attention paid towards
content customization and personalization, fan engagement
and experience, and learning all of this against a backdrop
of digital and technological advances and discoveries.
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This means that new entertainment technologies are,
above all, digital and user-centered. However, another
keyword can be used to describe the evolution of
entertainment and related technologies: “inclusiveness”,
in the sense that every person can now experience
entertainment anytime, anywhere, on nearly any device.
Indeed, entertainment has undergone progressive
dissemination across the global population, with many
kinds of recreational activities becoming commonplace.
Making all fields of entertainment more accessible and
affordable to everyone has been made possible thanks to
technological improvements.
To understand the forces that have come together to shape
the future trajectories of entertainment technologies, we
first have to look at the past from which these forces have
been forged. This study will therefore take a brief look at
the history of entertainment technologies using a few key
moments from the early days of film and television to our
present time. These show that technological changes have
historically been the source of great innovations in the
entertainment industry.

1.1.1. Pre-digital Age
Technology has always been a big part of the entertainment
content world. The first genuine entertainment technology
was Thomas Edison’s phonograph. Developed in 1877, the
phonograph was a device for the mechanical and analogue
recording and reproduction of sound.
This enabled sound to be successfully transmitted over the
air to a larger audience with the first public radio broadcast
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occurring decades later, in 1910, thanks to a technology
initially invented for telecommunication purposes, namely
radiotelegraphy, which found a new use in radio
entertainment broadcast services.
The early pioneers of radio broadcasting saw the benefit of
the technology in providing one-way information, including
entertainment content, to a large audience. When combined
with pre-recorded music (vinyl records, magnetic tapes,
and later CD and other digital recording media), radio
broadcasting led the way to mass media used for
entertainment.
Following the emergence of radio broadcasting, other
major entertainment content types such as motion pictures
and television also became a major part of everyone’s daily
life.
Motion pictures
Motion pictures first appeared commercially at the end of
the 19th century on both sides of the Atlantic. In 1895, Louis
and Auguste Lumière, two French brothers, developed a
camera-projector called the Cinématographe and held one
of the very first silent movie screenings, L’arrivée d’un train
en gare de La Ciotat, in 1896. In that same year, Thomas
Edison invented the Vitascope projector.
Early motion pictures had neither sound – which was added
slowly starting in 1925, initially through music scores only,
with dialogue being introduced in 1928 with the film Lights
of New York – nor color – which took considerably longer, as
late as the mid-1950s, to be incorporate into motion
pictures.
Furthermore, the first motion pictures consisted mostly
of single scenes, with no stagecraft of any kind.
Therefore, this period clearly signaled not only the birth
of modern motion picture technology, but also the
beginning of the creative art of storytelling through
moving pictures.
Television
Modern television first took shape in 1927 when Philo
Taylor Farnsworth invented the first fully functional and
complete all-electronic television system relying on a
transmitter-to-receiver model in which images captured
on the transmission end would be synchronously
replicated at the cathode ray tube (CRT) on the receivers.
Before that time, electromechanical television systems
were be used.
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The era of electronic television truly started in 1939 when
the opening of the New York World’s Fair was televised.
Later that year, one of the first entertainment television
programs was televised in the form of a baseball game
between Princeton University and Columbia University.
This early coupling of entertainment content creation
technology with entertainment content consumption
technology sealed the bond between television broadcasting
and consumer television receivers.
After the end of World War II, countries worldwide started to
adopt national television standards and witnessed a
groundswell of television shows as the TV content industry
took off. As viewers increasingly took to television, the
industry began to experiment with various formats for
different shows. Unlike motion pictures, which largely
remain a storytelling medium, television began to transform
into a mixture of information dispensary and traditional
variety shows. By the early 1960s, television had become the
go-to source of information, including entertainment
information.
Over the next two decades, new distribution technologies,
including cable and satellite, became increasingly prominent
as the preferred means of TV distribution. Part of the success
of these distribution networks was due to the ability of the
underlying technology to support far more TV channels.
In addition to capacity and distribution speed, the video
quality for consumer television also increased significantly
over time thanks to the emergence of analog high-definition
television (HDTV) systems. In order to deliver HDTV services
to consumers, new digital video compression technology
was developed for the TV industry. This then opened the
digital floodgates.

1.1.2. Digital Age
Since the start of a new digital era, the way we communicate
with each other, look for information, and entertain
ourselves has changed completely.
The 1970s saw the start of this new exciting period through
inventions such as the very first personal computer, the
Altair 8800, produced by Micro Instrumentation and
Telemetry Systems in 1974, as well as the very first digital
camera by Steven Sasson in 1975. Consumers first
embraced digital entertainment in the form of audio CDs in
the 1980s and later in the form of DVDs in the 1990s.
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During that same period, direct-to-home satellite TV
services had already started providing digital TV services to
consumers. The satellite boxes were probably among the
first digital video entertainment devices many consumers
had in their homes.
In addition, digital media gave consumers full control over
an item of content – by allowing them to pause, rewind, and
fast forward it – which they did not have with either the
theatrical or live TV broadcast experience.
The digital age also made a new form of entertainment
possible: electronic games. Whereas motion pictures and
television are mostly passive forms of entertainment, video
games demand a substantially deeper emotional
engagement as well as constant user interaction.
Arguably, video games can be said to be one of the earliest
forms of digital entertainment: starting with the release of
the game Pong in 1972, the video game industry grew from
a niche market to a mass market, particularly thanks to the
success of game consoles such as the PlayStation.
Today, the same digital connectivity that induced consumers
to play video games is also present in countless digital
entertainment video services. In this sense, the trajectory
of video game entertainment technology has converged
with motion picture and television entertainment.

1.1.3. Advent of the Internet
Analog television broadcasting thus switched over to digital and,
with it, high-definition video and digital sound. However, the
impact of the analog-to-digital transition of television on the
entertainment industry and on the lives of everyday citizens was
dwarfed by something else: the advent of the Internet.
By the start of the 21st century, the digital era, stimulated by
the advent of the Internet, was in full swing. As a matter of
fact, a digital revolution of portable and personal mobile
devices started to take hold with consumers. In time, the
capabilities of such personal digital devices would evolve to
usurp the functions of the desktop personal computer (PC),
TV, music player and even mobile phone.
The fact that an all-digital device can perform the functions
of all these single-purpose devices signifies that consumers
also choose to experience entertainment portably, even if
on smaller screens. With nearly every electronic device now
having built-in Internet access capability and connectivity,
entertainment itself is indeed undergoing a profound
transformation.
This transformation in all fields of the entertainment
industry ran parallel to the three successive stages in the
evolution of the Internet: Web 1.0, Web 2.0, and Web 3.0 (see
table). If we were to use an analogy from the movies, Web
1.0 would represent the black-and-white era, Web 2.0
would be the color era, while Web 3.0 would be immersive
experiences in the metaverse.

Web 1.0, the “read-only web”
Web 1.0 was the age of static webpages retrieved from servers where a small number of content creators designed
web pages for a large number of readers. As a result, the early web allowed people to search for information and read
it. However, there was very little in the way of user interaction or content contribution. This is exactly what website
owners wanted: to establish an online presence and make their information available to anyone at any time.
Web 2.0, the “participative read-write web”
Web 2.0 refers to a paradigm shift in how the Internet is used. The bland webpages of Web 1.0 were completely
replaced by Web 2.0’s user interactivity, social connectivity, and user-generated content.
Driven by key innovations such as mobile Internet access and social networks, as well as by the near-ubiquity of
powerful mobile devices like iPhones and Android-powered devices, Web 2.0 grew exponentially and enabled the
dominance of apps – Facebook (now Meta), Instagram, TikTok, Twitter, Uber, WhatsApp, and YouTube, to name a few
– that greatly expanded online interactivity and utility.
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Today, the phenomenal revenue growth of these dominant platforms has made many of the Web 2.0-centric companies
into the world’s biggest companies.
Web 3.0, the “database web”
Web 3.0 represents the next evolutionary phase of the Internet that could potentially be as disruptive and represent
as big a paradigm shift as Web 2.0 did. Though there is no standardized definition of Web 3.0 as yet, it is built upon
some core concepts:
Decentralization
With Web 3.0, as it would be found based on the content, information could be stored in multiple locations simultaneously
and hence be decentralized. This would break down the massive databases currently held by Internet giants like
Google and would hand greater control to users.
With Web 3.0, the data generated by disparate and increasingly powerful computing resources, including mobile
phones, desktops, appliances, vehicles, and sensors, will be sold by users through decentralized data networks,
ensuring that users retain ownership control.
Trustless and permissionless
Web 3.0 will also be trustless (i.e. the network will allow participants to interact directly without going through a
trusted intermediary) and permissionless (meaning that anyone can participate without authorization from a governing
body). As a result, Web 3.0 applications will run on blockchains or decentralized peer-to-peer networks, or a
combination thereof — such decentralized apps will be referred to as dApps.
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
In Web 3.0, computers will be able to understand information similarly to humans, through technologies based on
Semantic Web concepts and natural language processing. Web 3.0 will also use machine learning, which is a branch
of artificial intelligence (AI) that uses data and algorithms to imitate how humans learn, gradually improving its
accuracy. These capabilities will enable computers to produce faster and more relevant results in a host of areas like
drug development and new materials, as opposed to merely targeted advertising that forms the bulk of current efforts.
Connectivity and ubiquity
With Web 3.0, information and content are more connected and ubiquitous, accessed by multiple applications and with
an increasing number of everyday devices connected to the web — one example of which is the Internet of Things.

One thing therefore seems certain: the advent of the
Internet and the continued digitalization of the various
segments of the entertainment industry will create new
exciting and engaging content for consumers. Moreover,
the various branches of entertainment will continue to
follow a common evolutionary path in the future according
to people’s tastes and technological improvements.
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As there are many sub-branches of the entertainment
industry, this study will focus on the following three subcategories: video gaming, audiovisual and media
technology, and sports and entertainment technology.
Belgium’s performance in these areas will also be
discussed.
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1.2. Driving branches within the entertainment industry
1.2.1. Video Gaming
A video game is an electronic game that can be played on a
computing device, such as a personal computer, gaming
console or mobile phone. Depending on the platform, video
games can be subcategorized into computer games and
console games. In recent years, however, the emergence of
social networks, smartphones and tablets had led to new
categories such as mobile and social games.
But let us now take a close look at how the industry has
performed, both globally and in Belgium, in the wake of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Global market
Video games are a billion-dollar business and have been
for many years. Indeed, video games are the biggest
worldwide entertainment sector today, earning much more
globally than the film and music industries combined. Their
importance will therefore only increase in the coming
years. In addition, video game technologies are being
applied in numerous other sectors, ranging from film to
healthcare and professional training courses.

The video gaming industry was estimated to be worth USD
178.73 billion in 2021, which represents an increase of
14.4% compared to 2020. Recent forecasts estimate that
the industry will be worth USD 268.61 billion by 2025, i.e.
nearly three times the value reached ten years earlier.
Among the different types of video games, PC Gaming
continues to be one of the most popular despite increasingly
impressive competition from both the console market and
mobile gaming platforms. As a matter of fact, while the
console gaming market continues to grow, it is mobile
gaming that has become the largest gaming market in the
world. As a result, the global game market is set to reach
USD 196 billion by the end of 2022, with the mobile gaming
market accounting for USD 95.4 billion of that alone.
In 2021, this global market value was generated by 2.9
billion gamers, with this volume even likely to increase to
3.2 billion in 2023. The majority of these gamers (51%) are
based in the Asia Pacific region with gamers based in
Europe, the Middle East and Africa representing almost
25% of the total.

Global video game market value from 2020 to 2025 (in billion U.S. dollars)
Market Value

Form Factor Market Share

Value of Video Games Industry

Video game market revenue worldwide in 2021
7% 6%

300

■ Smartphone Games

250

■ Console Games

17%

200

43%

■ Boxed/downloaded PC games

150

■ Tablet Games

100

■ Browser PC games

50

27%

0
2020

2021*

2022*

2023*

2024*

2025*
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Global video gamer growth from 2015 to 2023 (in billions)

Growth in Gamers by Year

Gamers by Region

Number of Gamers by Year (in billions)

Percentage of Total Worldwide gamers By Region, 2021

3.5
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2.0
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1.5
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0.5

■ Latin America
■ North America

24.7%

0.0
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Belgian market
The pandemic and lockdowns have given the gaming sector
a substantial boost in Belgium over the past two years. In
2020, for example, there were 84 gaming companies in our
country employing a total of 825 workers.
In 2020, sector turnover rose by 17% to €82 million. This is
evident from the report by BelgianGames, the umbrella
organization of video game federations in Belgium. This
increase was largely due to Larian Studios in Ghent, by far
the biggest player in the sector. The figures were boosted
by the early access release of their Baldur’s Gate 3 game. In
French-speaking Belgium, Appeal Studios from Charleroi
is the frontrunner, known for the Outcast games.
Importantly, the majority of companies say that their
turnover, as well as their workforce, increased in 2021,
although the official figures for that year are not yet
available.
Data that can already be quantified for the year 2021 show
the economic value of the sector based on purchases made
by Belgian consumers. Last year, 600 million euros’ worth
of video games and devices were sold in the country,
representing growth of 4% compared with 2020, according
to the sector federation BelgianGames, which announced
such figures for the first time. The figure includes sales in
Belgium of game consoles, accessories, subscriptions,
prepaid cards, physical and digital video games, as well as
in-game purchases on all devices.
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It is striking that the share of physical games (sold via
physical or online stores) versus fully digital games (which
the player downloads) is on the rise again, presumably
because physical stores were open more often in the
second pandemic year 2021 than in 2020. The share of fully
physical games is 58%, compared with 42% for digital
games.
Even though the share of physical games in Belgium is
significantly higher than in other European countries, the
share of digital games is still set to increase here. Retailers
need to think about their added value and probably need to
focus more on experience aspects.
Among video devices, the Nintendo Switch is top of the list
in Belgium. Sony’s PlayStation 5 is in second place, despite
the supply problems. Japan actually takes the top three
places in sales of video game devices, with the Nintendo
Switch Lite coming in third. Microsoft’s Xbox Series comes
fourth, and in fifth place is the virtual reality (VR) headset
Quest 2. The device from Meta, owner of Facebook, is doing
well internationally and shows that there is also a growing
interest in VR games and applications among consumers in
Belgium.
As for the sale of video games, ‘Grand Theft Auto V’ from
American Take-Two Interactive appeared in 2013 and is still
in the top 5 of the best-selling PC and console video games.
Worldwide, more than 155 million copies have been sold,
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with the game in second place in Belgium after ‘FIFA 22’
from American Electronic Arts. In that series, ‘FIFA 21’ is in
third place, followed by ‘Call of Duty: Vanguard’, which is
now also being marketed by Activision, an American video
game giant. Number five on the list, ‘Mario Kart 8 Deluxe’,
is owned by the Japanese company Nintendo. In recent
years, some free-to-play online video games such as
Fortnite by Epic Games have gained a significant share of
the market.
Mobile gaming is also immensely popular. In Belgium,
there were no less than 147 million downloads of mobile
games from the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store
together in 2021. ‘Pokémon Go’ from the American
company Niantic tops the list. The American gaming
platform Roblox, hotly debated as an early example of a
‘metaverse’, a network of virtual environments, comes in at
number four. Number two, ‘Brawl Stars’, is a game by the
Finnish company Supercell. European, therefore, but
owned by the Chinese conglomerate Tencent. ‘Candy Crush
Saga’, number three, is a Maltese company which is part of
the American company Activision Blizzard. American video
game companies therefore occupy a particularly strong
market position.
Nineteen percent of the video games developed by Belgian
companies consist of virtual reality (VR), a platform in which
there is not too much competition as yet. However, Nintendo
Switch is also one of the most profitable platforms.
Developing mobile games is a challenge for our companies,
as it is difficult to stand out in the market.
In order to further support Belgian players in the video
game sector, a tax incentive (a “tax shelter” similar to the
existing one for the audiovisual sector, see section 2.2)
should soon be introduced by the Belgian authorities to
encourage the production of video games.
At the same time, a new private investment fund, ForsVC,
has been set up here by the Howest University of Applied
Sciences, the technology investor Cronos Group and BNP
Paribas Fortis, fully focused on video games. It is thought
that the fund capital could rise to €18 million in the next
few years.
The fund can invest through minority participations in the
game studios with the idea that the studios buy back the
shares at the end of the term, so that the intellectual
property remains in Belgium and also ensures a good
return for the investors.
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With the funding from ForsVC, it is hoped that the gaming
sector in Belgium will become so strong that international
students decide to build their careers here.
Finally, the consumption of e-sports - watching professional
video game matches online - has received a considerable
boost due to the pandemic. According to research by
Deloitte, one in eight Belgians watch matches every week.
Although fans can be found in all age groups, regular
consumers are still younger than 40. That explains why
more and more companies are focusing on e-sports. For
them, it is a way to appeal to a young target group which
they struggle to reach through traditional media channels.
A good example in Belgium is Proximus, which streams
e-sports matches via its digital TV platform, Pickx.
Many football clubs have also invested in their own e-sports
teams, mainly to take part in competitions in the football
game FIFA, which is still the most-viewed game. This is
also a way for football clubs to connect young people with
their brand. With the support of hub.brussels and visit.
brussels, the European Esports Federation (EEF) is now
seated in Brussels.
For advertisers who want to reach young people, there are
many opportunities in the e-sports market. For example,
according to the Deloitte survey, two-thirds of fans can be
reached via specialized streaming services. The most
popular are Twitch and YouTube Gaming, followed at some
distance by Facebook Gaming.
Belgium is also seizing on this momentum and will organize
a top event in the world of e-sports in the Sportpaleis of
Antwerp in May 2022: the PGL Antwerp Major. This is seen
as the professional world championship of the popular
shooting game ‘Counter-Strike: Global Offensive’ (CS: GO).
The company META from Turnhout will facilitate the event.
In addition to the 50,000 spectators in the Sportpaleis, more
than 150 million fans are expected to follow the event via
video platforms such as Twitch and YouTube Gaming.
For more information on e-sports, please read the report
on technology and innovation activities in this market
published by Agoria’s Sport & Entertainment Technology
Club:
h t t p s : / / w w w. a g o r i a . b e / e n / m a r k e t - d eve lo p m e n t /
international/sports-entertainment-technology-club/
whitepaper-e-sports-market-research
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Game Development Schools in Belgium
Over the past few years, the Belgian video games industry has developed into a thriving sector swamped with talented
and successful developers, entrepreneurs, and studios spread around the country.
The creation of some of the most creative and successful games by Belgian games studios can also partly be explained
by the quality of the training available in this area. These include courses in:
•	L’Howest in Kortrijk whose Digital Arts and Entertainment (DAE) program was designated the world’s third best
video game design and development course in 2021 by The Rookies, a community of digital artists.
•	The Haute École Albert Jacquard in Namur that has a Video Game Bachelor of Art program.
•	The Luca School of Arts in Genk that has a Game Design Bachelor program.
•	The Karel de Grote University of Applied Sciences & Arts in Antwerp.
•	The PXL-MAD School of Arts in Hasselt.
• Ludus Académie in Brussels.

1.2.2. Audiovisual and Media Technology
As discussed in the introduction to this publication, the
media and audiovisual sector has undergone a dazzling
transformation in recent decades with the appearance of
new technologies following the digital revolution and the
advent of the Internet. In the years to come, this sector will
continue to follow an evolutionary path according to
technological improvements as well as people’s tastes.
The two subsections below show how new exciting and
engaging media and audio-visual entertainment content is
increasingly accessible and available to European
consumers, especially thanks to the deployment of new
digital technologies and financial incentives. Indeed, the
implementation of national financial incentives, such as the
Tax Shelter for AV creation in Belgium, has enabled the
sector to raise public investments for the creation of new
audiovisual productions.
Greater access and availability of media and AV content
across the EU
Responding to evolving audience demand and expectations
regarding media and audiovisual content and the diverse
ways to enjoy such content is a long-term concern of the
media and audiovisual sector. The industry has long
embraced the opportunities created by digital technologies
and will continue to do so in the future in order to reach out
to larger audiences. This will enable them to benefit from a
diversity of content produced and distributed across
multiple distribution offline and online channels.
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In its latest study on key trends in the European audiovisual
and media sector, the European Audiovisual Observatory
(EAO) confirms this market-driven evolution in the growing
availability and circulation of European multimedia content
in cinemas and online platforms. The report also further
highlights the interlinked and interdependent creative and
business interests in the media and audio-visual value
chain.
The following EAO findings are particularly relevant:
•	European audiences have, on average, access to over
8,500 European films on Video on Demand (VOD) in
their countries. Of these, approximately 7000 originate
in other European countries.
	This confirms the increase in European non-national
online distribution services operating outside the
country of establishment within the EU-27. In other
words, any potential demand for European non-national
titles is well-met through the diversity of titles and
services on offer in other EU countries.
•	VOD roll-out increased the availability of European nonnational films by 71%. Of these, 63% of films were
available in more than 10 countries on VOD, 31% in 3 to
9 countries, and only 6% were available in 1 or 2
countries.
•	60% of all EU content available on Transactional Video
on Demand (TVOD) services is EU non-national. For
Subscription Video on Demand (SVOD) services, the
share of EU non-national content among all EU content
is 76%.
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These figures are testimony to the fact that the EU is seen
by the media and audio-visual sector as a marketplace with
significant opportunities for future growth and a
confirmation of the high value attached to European
productions in distributors’ investment and market
strategies.
Private and public players in the media and audio-visual
sector in Europe have invested heavily over the past decade
in order to make media and audiovisual content more
accessible for consumers. This achievement would not
have been possible without the crucial political and financial
incentives of the European, national (see “Tax Shelter for
AV creation in Belgium” below) and regional public
authorities that have allowed the media and audiovisual
sector to raise huge private investments for new
productions, marketing and distribution as well as
deploying new digital technologies for the benefit of industry
and audiences alike.
The circulation of both national and non-national European
audio-visual content offline and online in Europe has thus
witnessed exponential development in recent years. This
growth in the availability and circulation of media and
audiovisual content has materialized thanks to both the
current EU legal framework and the integration of various
digital technological resources. The continued support
provided by the EU and national authorities will further
allow the market to develop for the benefit of European
consumers and ensure a sustainable audio-visual sector in
Europe.
For more information in this regard, please read point 3.1
“The availability of content in the entertainment industry
and the fight for audiences”.
Tax Shelter for AV creation in Belgium
The Tax Shelter is a tax incentive introduced by the Belgian
Federal Government in 2004 to encourage the production
and creation of audiovisual works.
It allows Belgian or foreign companies established in
Belgium to invest in audiovisual works intended for film or
television and obtain tax relief in return. The Tax Shelter for
audiovisual production represents €1 billion invested since
2004, adding up to more than 600 films financed by more
than 2,000 investors.
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All resident companies and Belgian branches of nonresident companies are eligible for this tax scheme, with
the exception of:
•	companies whose main purpose is the development
and production of audiovisual works (and companies
that are linked to such companies);
• television broadcasting companies.
The Tax Shelter thus allows production companies to
finance a significant part of their eligible expenses. In
addition, the companies that invest also benefit from a
number of advantages, including tax exemption of up to
310% of the sums actually paid, a percentage that has been
increased to 356% and 421% in parallel with the reduction
in the rate of corporation tax from 33 to 29 and then to 25%;
an additional return on the sums paid; and a secure risk.
Finally, the Tax Shelter also produces benefits for the
Belgian economy on account of production companies
being obliged to spend their money in Belgium.
Furthermore, the direct and indirect jobs created in the
audiovisual sector boosts the Belgian economy.
For more information, please visit:
https://finances.belgium.be/fr/entreprises/impot_des_
societes/avantages_fiscaux/tax-shelter-productionaudiovisuelle#q2
The law extending the Tax Shelter to the performing arts
came into force in February 2017. With regard to film and
audiovisual productions, the money invested by companies
in performing arts productions (theatre, circus, opera,
musical, cabaret) is now also entitled to a tax exemption via
the Tax Shelter. The exemption applies to a maximum
annual amount of €750,000 (50% of the taxable reserved
profit) per investing company. The tax relief for the
productions is limited to €2,500,000.
For more information on this subject, please visit:
https://finances.belgium.be/fr/entreprises/impot_des_
societes/avantages_fiscaux/tax-shelter-arts-de-lasc%C3%A8ne
2021, a very good year for taxshelter.be in a particular
context
In order to provide a more precise idea of the number of
projects supported in 2021, we will take a brief look here at
the figures published by Taxshelter.be, an intermediary
company approved for the financing of audiovisual
productions under the Tax Shelter law in collaboration with
ING Belgium.
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With more than €30.5m raised in 2021, 34% of which was
for the performing arts, Taxshelter.be has contributed to
the financing of 225 audiovisual and stage projects in close
collaboration with 57 approved Dutch and French-speaking
producers.
Despite the difficulties faced in the context of the COVID-19
crisis, Taxshelter.be saw its funding grow by more than 21%
compared to 2020. This upward trend reflects the large
number of artistic and cultural projects making use of new
digital technologies that were launched in Belgium despite
a particularly difficult year for the cultural sector.
The large number of projects supported confirms the
positioning and commitment of Taxshelter.be as a go-to
generalist intermediary in Tax Shelter fundraising, both for
investors and producers.
In 2022, Taxshelter.be will continue, together with its
partner ING, to support audiovisual and stage production
by financing the greatest possible number of audiovisual
and stage works of all types and sizes, both Belgian and
international, in an independent and ethical manner, and in
the broadest and most formative way possible.
For more information, please visit: www.taxshelter.be
At the Belgian regional level, the General Audiovisual and
Multimedia Service (SGAM) manages aid to cinema and
audiovisual production in general, the audiovisual media
sector (radio, television, broadcasting) as well as to the
written press in the Wallonia-Brussels Federation. It
carries out its missions through the Centre du Cinéma et
de l’Audiovisuel and the Service des médias.
For more information, please visit:
www.audiovisuel.cfwb.be
The Flemish Audiovisual Fund (VAF) supports the
independent professional audiovisual and game sector of
the Flemish Community through three funds: the VAF/Film
Fund, the VAF/Media Fund and the VAF/Game Fund.
For more information, please visit: www.vaf.be

1.2.3. Sports Technology
Technology is also creating growth in the sports industry,
allowing for more personalized experiences as well as
helping athletes with their performances. As a result,
according to MarketsandMarkets, the global sports
technology market was valued at USD 17.9 billion in 2021
and is expected to reach USD 40.2 billion by 2026.
In recent years, professional sports bodies have adopted
new technologies such as sports data analytics, smart
stadiums, wearable devices, and digital signage to enhance
their team performance, engage fans, and provide smart
infrastructures. The increasing adoption of emerging
technologies across various sports is expected to drive the
market over the forecast period.
As the sports industry continues to grow and becomes
more comfortable with digital transformation, companies
will not only draw closer to their fans but also find it easier
to create customized experiences that will both broaden
and strengthen their customer base.
The sports technology market has also been growing
significantly in Belgium for several years now. More and
more Belgian companies are active in this market segment
in varied technological fields, especially during major
sporting events which are traditionally a driving force for
technological innovation.
During two recent major sporting events, the Tokyo Olympic
Games and the European Football Championship organized
by UEFA, sports technology on and off the pitch became a
Belgian specialty. A large number of Belgian companies
were able to make a name for themselves and showcase
their expertise in sports technology.
In addition to a world-renowned national football team and
a hundred or so athletes, Belgium was also represented by
some fifteen companies at the European Football
Championship organized by UEFA and by some twenty
companies at the Olympic Games in Tokyo. A record number
of Belgian technology companies were brought in to help
organize these two world-class events at various levels:
sustainability, security, fan experience, media, temporary
sites, connectivity and performance and data collection of
athletes and players, etc.
Belgium also boasts highly respected expertise in the field
of equestrian sport, with a large number of Belgian
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companies involved in the organization of the Olympic
equestrian events.
Many Belgian companies that stepped up to the plate
during the Tokyo Olympic Games and the European Football
Championship organized by UEFA, part of which operating
in the entertainment technologies. The lists below present
all the Belgian companies which have contributed to these
major events.
Olympic Games 2020
•	Animotion – provided virtual reality animations.
•	BICS – increased roaming capacity tenfold to meet the
expected growing demand for roaming and IP-based
services.
•	Bioracer – The riders of Team Belgium, the Belgian
Olympic delegation, were given the most cooling outfit
ever made for their races in Tokyo, thanks to the
Graphene technology that draws the heat away from
the rider’s body, developed by the Belgian company
Bioracer (see company interview on page XX).
•	BM Service – supplied suitable foundation and ideal soil
composition for various training facilities.
•	
Cavalor – supplied a complete line of horse-feed
supplements and care products to many of the
participating riders.
•	Content Stadium – offered online platforms designed
for efficient and always-on brand content creation. The
company enables a number of international federations,
national Olympic committees and media companies to
create social media charts, create and share animations
and video content with just a few clicks to show the
entire build-up and highlights of the Games.
•	De Sutter Naturally – ensured that the horses could
graze and train in high-quality, durable and safely
fenced conditions.
•	Equicty – supported Olympic-level stables with their
daily training and health tasks for horses, in all 3
equestrian disciplines.
•	Equilog Services – organized smooth and safe transport,
logistics services and administration to get the horses
to their destination.
•	The Equitom Clinic – state-of-the-art equine hospital
where many horses from all over the world receive
appropriate treatment in first-class facilities equipped
with the latest technologies, such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), scintigraphy, robotic CT and
CT scanning (computed tomography).
•	
Geerkens Hippico – built and furnished equestrian
complexes and training facilities for equestrian athletes.
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•	
Govaplast – supplied sustainable recycled artisanal
‘cradle-to-cradle’ stable planks.
•	Lapauw International – carried out an industrial hotel
linen laundry project in the vicinity of Narita Airport to
increase capacity during the Games.
•	Panega – supplied an Athlete Management System that
was used by the medical staff of Team Belgium. All the
communication and planning between athletes,
coaches and medical staff went through Panega.
•	Pitagone – provided safety barriers to the local authorities.
•	PRG – was involved in the opening ceremony of the
Games by sending more than 18 tons of audiovisual
equipment and 5 operators to Tokyo.
•	RT Loc – provided wearable technologies that monitor
the positioning and other features of the athletes’
performance.
•	Sibelco – supplied more than 6,000 tons of sand for the
equestrian arenas to meet the necessary capacity.
•	Veldeman – supplied 400 tent structures with a total
area of 30,000 square meters, specially designed for
the Japanese market to withstand typhoons. The
structures will be used for logistical purposes and
changing rooms for athletes, among other things.
European Football Championship 2020
•	Barco – supplied audiovisual equipment.
•	EVS – supplied live video production solutions.
•	Expo-Line – supplied vanishing spray and holster, which
are now part of the standard equipment of referees.
•	
NEP Belgium– provided technical support for TV
broadcasts in the stadiums of Amsterdam, Seville,
Munich and Copenhagen.
•	
PitchTecConcept – complete redevelopment of the
pitch at Wembley in London where the EURO 2020 final
was played (new substructure, heating system and
hybrid turf). The company has also provided hybrid turf
for the Ferenc Puskás National Stadium in Budapest,
Hungary, and the Johan Cruijff ArenA in Amsterdam.
•	PRG – supplied audiovisual equipment.
•	Schréder – lighting installation of Wembley stadium
and Budapest stadium (Hungary).
•	
Sibelco – supplied 3,500 tons of drainage sand for
Wembley Stadium.
•	Signify – modernization of the lighting installation in the
stadiums of Rome, Munich, Saint Petersburg,
Amsterdam, Bucharest and Budapest.
•	WNM – provided six qualified sound engineers to UEFA
for the international streaming in the following
stadiums: Saint Petersburg, Copenhagen, Puskás
Aréna (Hungary), Baku Olympic Stadium.
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Finally, in order to support innovation and entrepreneurship
in this high added value sector in Belgium, the SportsTech
Belgium program was created on the initiative of Agoria,
the Royal Belgian Football Union and Wallifornia. The aim
of this innovation hub is to bring together and support
stakeholders at the crossroads of technology and sport and
place Belgium at the forefront of this booming ecosystem
where sports meet technology.
As a result, the very first SportsTech
Belgium Summit was held in our
country in October 2021, with more
than 60 exhibitors presenting their
latest innovations in various fields
of sports technology related to the
following topics: “Activity &
Performances”, “Fans & Content”,
“Management & Organizations”
and “Smart Venues”.

The Summit aims to become the new meeting place for all
companies and stakeholders who think and breathe sport
and technology on a daily basis.

“Talent, physical ability, elite sporting behavior and a
winning mentality remain the basis for great performances
in sport. However, if you want to continue to be the best, you
can no longer do so without the help of sports technology.
In recent years, this industry has
become a real game-changer with
“Talent, physical ability, elite
a limitless range of tools with
sporting behavior and a winning
which to measure and improve our
mentality remain the basis for
performance”.

great performances in sport.
However, if you want to continue to
be the best, you can no longer do
so without the help of sports
technology. In recent years, this
industry has become a real gamechanger with a limitless range of
tools with which to measure and
improve our performance”.

Roberto Martinez, the coach of the Red Devils.
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More information can be found on:
www.sportstechbelgium.be
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1.3. Trends to watch in the entertainment industries

In 2022, as companies in the entertainment sector are just
recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic, they must deal
with the potential negative consequences of the Russian
invasion of Ukraine for the economy and the decline in
consumer purchasing power due to high inflation. However,
they are not entirely navigating troubled waters.
Indeed, this year, entertainment companies will experience
a familiar landscape influenced by consumer behavior
dynamism, technological innovation, competitive intensity,
and industry reshaping. The following five trends indicate
that the entertainment industry is poised for another year
of exciting change, as companies drive innovation, tackle
new challenges and, in the wake of the pandemic, capture
opportunities to position themselves for growth.

1.3.1. The availability of content in the
entertainment industry and the
fight for audiences
Content is the fuel that drives consumer interest and
engagement across all entertainment industries. In recent
years, the way content reaches consumers has witnessed a
direct-to-consumer (D2C) pivot through the emergence of
online streaming and on-demand platforms.
In the media industry, for example, it is not only traditional
broadcast and cable networks that are available to
consumers; they also have access to video streaming and
on-demand services. Accordingly, we have seen more
companies – such as network owners, broadband providers
and connected TV manufacturers – participating in the
streaming and on-demand value chain. Indeed, although
the linear and static content of traditional broadcast and
cable network subscriptions still remains profitable for
broadcast operators, the strategic priority will be to offer
ever more live content (such as sports) and on demand
(movies and TV series) in order to keep viewers engaged.
However, consumers tend to be confronted with limitless
media choices and often navigate between streaming
services in search of something new while still wanting
access to familiar classics. In this sense, discovering
content has become increasingly difficult.
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In an entertainment environment where consumers have
access to multiple forms of entertainment and streaming
platforms (video, music, video gaming, social media services)
that are all fighting for their attention and loyalty, Artificial
Intelligence (AI) will have a transformative impact. Within the
media industry, its three most important functions will be
recommendation, voice recognition and media automation.
The arrival of streaming services has upended the way we
discover and consume entertainment media, with every
provider investing in recommendation technology for more
efficient and accurate provision of surface content with
audiences that will find it valuable. Generally, tech-savvy
companies that harness valuable data based on demonstrated
subscriber preferences and usage history and that take steps to
improve user experience across platforms and optimize endto-end customer journey, from sign-up to usage and billing,
should therefore enjoy a competitive advantage on the market.
Likewise, media companies will continue to strive to create
more and more useful and accurate voice recognition
systems. Voice is increasingly becoming the way that
audiences prefer to communicate with services, which will
become better at using natural language algorithms to
understand what we want from them.
AI is also used in content automation, for example, to
generate snippets of movies or music that are most likely to
appeal to us for use in previews and thumbnails. So if a
service knows that we tend to gravitate towards romance,
when we preview a movie that contains action and romance
elements, we will then be more likely to see snippets of
scenes featuring romantic elements.
Last but not least, bundling on-demand media streaming
subscriptions with other integrated offerings such as
shopping, gaming, or other digital services, will also
enhance consumer experience and potentially increase
their loyalty. In this way, entertainment and media
companies will be able to provide a portfolio of offerings to
their streaming subscribers.
In other words, entertainment and media operators will
thus focus on subscriber growth and retention as well as on
extending their offer to other integrated services as their
principal key performance indicators for the years to come.
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1.3.2. Movie industry
The effects of the pandemic on the movie business have
been severe: closed movie theaters, pushed-back movie
release dates, pivots to streamer-only distribution, newly
released franchise films, etc.
Due to pandemic-related difficulties within the industry and
theater shutdowns, many movie studios have chosen to
directly release new movies on streaming and video-ondemand platforms, skipping the theatrical release
altogether. In rare cases, holdouts for traditional theatrical
releases like No Time to Die have continued to push back
their release dates. Some studios also decided to release
films in theaters and on-demand or streaming
simultaneously on the same day (day-and-date).
These distribution pivots that were made possible by the
pandemic created a shift in paradigm and showed that
studios aren’t as reliant on theaters as they once were.
As a matter of fact, left with not much choice in the wake of
the blow the Covid-19 virus has dealt to the industry, movie
theaters, which make the bulk of their money from ticket
sales particularly during opening weekends, have agreed to
shorten their 90-day exclusive theatrical window, in general
to a 45-day window.
Studios, for their part, had long felt that the 90-day limit
was too long, even more so in a world where all the major
studios except Sony have their own in-house streaming
service and are eager to entice new subscribers by bringing
the latest releases into homes as soon as possible. It is also
no coincidence that, for the first time in the Academy
Awards’ history, a streaming company, Apple+, won the
Academy Award (Oscar) for Best Picture with the movie
CODA. In addition, there is nothing to stop a studio from
sending a title to the home earlier depending on its
performance or not showing it in movie theaters at all.
And so, after a difficult series of negotiations between
theatres and studios, the movie industry appears to have
adopted an approach that preserves the attributes of the
theatrical window while acknowledging the reality of the
popularity of streaming. What seems certain is that, due
to the digitized disruption within the movie industry
caused by streaming, VOD and day-and-date releases or,
in some cases, no theatrical release at all, box office
revenues will weaken while streaming and VOD revenues
will increase.
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The shorter exclusive theatrical window will allow studios
to bring back moviegoers to the theaters while reaping the
benefits of successful releases – namely the ticket sales
that take place on opening weekends and the following
several weeks – and develop unique distribution strategies
involving a multitude of streaming and VOD platforms.
Ensuring everyone in the ecosystem is able to earn fair
revenue will be the way forward for the movie industry.

1.3.3. Unique live experiences
In 2022, consumers will continue to seek out unique live
experiences and access to personalized entertainment
content. Important audience expectations for events
include participatory experiences, dynamic storytelling and
interactive content. The possibilities of gamification
activities, for example, offer exciting ways to boost
participation and drive engagement. These expectations
will be supported by technological innovations such as the
introduction of 5G networks and the continuous
improvement of CPU processing that serve as enablers of
new optimized workflows (real-time rendering or RTR) and
exciting entertainment (Augmented Reality or AR).
These technologies will surely open a new realm of
interactive, immersive, and impactful experiences for the
events of the future. Let us now look at how the emergence
of two new major technological innovations (5G network
technology and processing power), which are regarded as
facilitators of new opportunities and broader applications
as they have an impact on workflow technologies (real-time
rendering or RTR) and on experience technologies
(Augmented Reality or AR), will profoundly change the way
we experience live events in the years to come.
5G network technology
5G is a new global wireless standard that follows the
previous 4G network. The first 5G networks were launched
in early 2019 and are expected to gain considerable
momentum in the years to come by having a major impact
on smart technologies and video-related content
applications.
Compared to the current 4G capabilities, there are three
major differences that will be important for the future of the
live events and entertainment industry:
1.	
Speed: as the fifth-generation mobile network can
handle more data and more connections faster, less
cables and hard disks will be needed for the set-up of
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live concerts and shows. In fact, 5G is designed to
support a 100x increase in traffic capacity and network
efficiency.
2.	Bandwidth: the improved speed and capacity support
the increased high-resolution media requirements and
bandwidth-hungry livestream applications.
3;	Latency: low latency and reduced data-load time is also
crucial when working with real-time video feeds and
immersive technologies.
Processing power
In the 1960s, Gordon Moore, the co-founder of Intel,
observed that the number of transistors that fit on a central
processing unit (CPU) doubles every two years. This has
since been theorized and is now referred to as “Moore’s
Law”. Consequently, this means that processing speed and
computing power also double every two years.
The physical limits and cost-effectiveness of the evershrinking chips and transistors have now been reached.
However, new software codes and algorithmic
developments, exploiting the multiple core processors,
continue to pave the way for better CPU performance and a
growth in graphics processing unit (GPU) power.
Although the entertainment industry mostly works with
screen management systems and visualization solutions
relying on field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), the
increased processing power offers new possibilities and
broader applications.
Driven by more demanding content (HDR, 8K, 3D, etc.),
efficient image/video compression, and high-resolution
visualization technologies, the need for better processing
power will continue to increase. Combining the strengths of
both FPGA and software solutions will fulfill this processing
need with lower latency and optimized workflow flexibility.
Real-time rendering
There is an uptake in live events using real-time-rendered
content (RTR) instead of playback of pre-rendered content.
This finds its origins in the gaming industry with real-time
game engines from leading companies like Epic Games
(Unreal Engine) and Unity. In RTR games, the images and
scenes are constantly and rapidly updated based on the
movements and actions of players. For live events, it means
that the graphics are rendered live during the actual event.
The expansion of this to the live entertainment industry is
partly made possible by the improved CPU and GPU
processing.
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RTR increases flexibility in the content planning workflow
as content creators can more easily show the stakeholders
what the end-result will look like. Additionally, it offers the
freedom to make adjustments on the fly. RTR allows
content creators to tweak some details as the customers
change their mind last-minute or to quickly incorporate the
colors of the winning (e-)sports team for instance. As
everything is rendered on the spot, no storage or transfer of
huge files is needed. And as you would expect from a gameinspired technology, real-time rendering really steps up the
interactivity levels at live events. Remember the psychedelic
music visualization in Windows Media Player? Imagine that
during a live event with pulsing visuals on the beats of the
DJ-set. And that’s only the tip of the iceberg of the interactive
content possibilities with real-time rendering.
Augmented Reality
Virtual and augmented reality experiences are all about
immersion. And the number one enemy of immersion is
latency. The latency-reducing technologies mentioned
above are a real boost for scaling AR applications to the live
entertainment industry.
Augmented Reality is especially popular in the (e-)sports
world, enhancing the stadium experience with AR elements
displaying player’s positions, game highlights, or
background information, similar to how a broadcaster
would provide stats and fun facts on players and teams.
However, it is also increasingly a big hit at music concerts
and festivals.
In 2012, Coachella amazed with a strong piece of mixed reality
technology by bringing a hologram of Tupac on stage for a
duet with Snoop Dogg. And in 2019, the legendary festival
offered fans an interactive AR experience, turning their Sahara
tent into a cosmic spectacle with floating visuals of astronauts,
planetary objects and space stations which also responded to
the live musical performances in real-time.

1.3.4. Non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
In recent years, non-fungible tokens – unique digital assets
created and traded thanks to blockchain technology – have
undeniably become popular in some major industries such
as art, music, gaming, sports and other forms of
collectibles. For example, an NFT representing a piece of
digital art by artist Beeple, “Everydays—the First 5000
Days”, was sold at a Christie’s auction for a staggering USD
69 million last year.
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What makes NFTs so attractive to buyers is that the
provenance of every token is tracked on a blockchain, which
provides proof of the authenticity as well as ownership of
the token. Moreover, these one-of-a-kind digital assets are
easily tradable and may provide a future monetization
model as the market matures. As a result, an estimated
USD 41 billion worth of NFTs were sold in 2021 alone, a
testament to their growing popularity and value.
Recent developments suggest that the various
entertainment industries could be next in line to receive a
transformative blow from the NFT industry. Since it has
historically been quick to adapt to new technological
advancements, it is only natural for the entertainment
industry to embrace a revolutionary technology like NFTs in
order to expand engagement with their content.
Although caution is advised with this new kind of technology,
the opportunities NFTs bring to the different sectors within
the entertainment industry could indeed be truly
groundbreaking. The development of NFTs has, for
example, allowed musicians to tokenize their works, i.e.
publish and publicize their pieces of music as non-fungible
tokens. Last year, for instance, Kings of Leon was the first
band to release an album as an NFT. These digital assets
also have the potential to impact the way artists build
relationships with their fans to compensate for the losses
due to the pandemic.
NFTs also have the potential to completely transform the
way films are made, produced, and distributed while
democratizing the movie industry in the process. The
USD 50 million Hollywood film Antara is being part-funded
via NFTs, for instance. Holders will own a share of its digital
rights and profit from box office achievements.
In this way, by selling movie NFTs, producers can distribute
a share of their movie ownership to their viewers while
raising the required funds to realize it in the process. This
is especially useful for budding filmmakers and artists who
are hardly visible in the industry. For elite production
houses and large film franchises, NFTs provide a unique
opportunity to solidify their fandom in the metaverse
through movie merchandising such as the selling of
character avatars or video clips from the films.
The integration of NFTs into the entertainment industries
thus allows audiences to actively participate in the funding
and creation processes of pieces of art of multiple forms.
As we have seen, within the movie industry, producers have
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new ways of monetizing their work and raising funds while
viewers have the chance to directly participate in the
industry’s creation process by funding films, as well as by
earning from the profits.
In 2022, the entertainment industry will engage in a great
deal of NFT innovation and experimentation. Today, an
increasing number of entertainment companies are already
collaborating with specialists to join the digital asset arena
of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and develop offerings that
enable consumers to engage in an entirely new way with
their favorite characters, movies and TV shows and other
content.

1.3.5. The metaverse
Virtual events, performances and shows have all gained in
popularity while much of society has been locked down as a
consequence of the coronavirus pandemic. This heralded
the emergence of the metaverse, which is seen by many as
the next phase in the evolution of the Internet, where the
physical world meets with virtual and augmented reality.
The metaverse can be defined as a shared and persistent
virtual space, which exists in real-time and emerges from
the convergence of virtual reality and virtually enhanced
physical reality, where people are able to meet and interact,
work and, of course, be entertained. The video gaming
industry, which has the software knowhow for the metaverse
to build on and where users are already familiar with
interacting through alternative realities in games, will be a
cornerstone of the metaverse.
In the years to come, the metaverse will increasingly
become the venue where we share entertainment
experiences with friends from the comfort of our homes.
The metaverse will indeed make entirely new forms of
entertainment a (virtual) reality and become a prolific
technology innovation that can fuel a large number of
strategic business opportunities.
As a result, according to Bloomberg Intelligence, the
metaverse business is forecast to be worth USD 800 billion
by 2024.The search for metaverse business opportunities
has therefore escalated profoundly and the involvement of
big tech-companies (Facebook that has even rebranded as
Meta, Microsoft, Google, Apple) in metaverse projects has
become very evident.
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A virtual world with the features to allow people to explore
digital spaces and interact with other users has many
advantages suitable for developing businesses. Some of
the notable activities on the metaverse which can support
new business opportunities for companies include the
following:
•	Shopping in the metaverse as a digital avatar in virtual
retail stores and malls with immersive e-commerce.
	
Each user’s avatar would be able to try on clothes
virtually and interact with the seller in the same way as
you would in a real shop. Some major fashion and retail
brands have already made their designs available for
people to buy in the metaverse. Some have even built a
digital store in the metaverse to clothe their avatars.
•	The purchase of digital real estate and the development
of virtual homes across metaverse platforms.
•	The metaverse does, of course, feature an independent
virtual economy that runs on the power of non-fungible
tokens (NFTs) and crypto-currencies to purchase digital
assets and collectibles.
•	Interactions with users as digital avatars for customer
service, employee onboarding, sales, service, and many
other business communications.
•	Participation in virtual events and shows.
	Feeling as if you are sharing the same space as the
artist and the audience at a concert without actually
leaving your living room is one example of how the
entertainment industry could change. Popular artists
such as Travis Scott, Bruno Mars and Ariana Grande
have already performed in virtual concerts on Fortnite
as a digital avatar in a virtual space.
•	
Branding and immersive ad experiences in virtual
worlds.
	
Due to the mass audiences available, it will be
interesting to see how marketing and advertising pans
out, as it is potentially one of the biggest opportunities
of the meta-economy.
•	
Use of virtual classrooms for fueling immersive
learning experiences.
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This is just a glimpse of what is to come.
As the opportunities presented by the interactive and digital
worlds seem limitless, companies of all shapes and sizes
are entering the metaverse in some way. Moreover, the
metaverse will likely infiltrate every sector in some way in
the coming years, with the market opportunity estimated at
over USD 1 trillion in yearly revenues according to J.P.
Morgan. However, we do not suggest the metaverse will
take over all human interactions but, rather, explore the
many exciting opportunities it presents for consumers and
brands alike.
As the interviews with twelve Belgian sector players show
in the second part of this sector publication, Belgian
companies are seizing the various opportunities offered by
these different trends within the entertainment sector with
both hands.
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INTERVIEW WITH

Lionel Dutilleux, International Sales Manager

2.1. AUDIOVISUAL
TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

Deltacast
REGION

Wallonia
Founded: 1988
Location: Ans, Belgium
Number of employees: 90
Growth (2021): double-digit growth
Investments (2021): technological
investments in R&D
Start of exports: 2000
Share of exports in turnover (in %): 95%
Website: www.deltacast.com

As part of the Walloon Deltatec group,
Deltacast is dedicated to the next
generation of virtual graphics for live
sporting events. Based in the Liège
region, the company is best known to
the general public for the image
technologies and virtual graphics it
provides to the sports industry and,
more particularly, to soccer.
“Born from over 30 years of experience
in the treatment of image, Deltacast
delivers high-quality and low-latency
video solutions to TV broadcasters.
Today, our company develops both stateof-the-art hardware (cost-effective
video cards for broadcast applications)
for the professional TV broadcasting
market and software (virtual graphics
solutions) for live sporting events.
Besides that, Deltacast offers dedicated
services to develop on-demand projects
(spatial, aeronautics and industry). Our
technological knowledge and know-how
allow us to engage with a worldwide
customer base”, asserts Lionel
Dutilleux, International Sales Manager
at Deltacast.

“Our technological
knowledge and know-how
allow us to engage with a
worldwide customer base.”
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A WIDE RANGE OF
VIRTUAL GRAPHICS
PRODUCTS FOR LIVE
SPORTING EVENTS
Through the image technologies
developed by Deltacast, the company is
aiming to enhance fan engagement and
add value to the experience of sports fans.
“The way sports are broadcast today is
largely inspired by video games. Our
products provide some of the features that
can be found in video games and narrow
the gap between e-sports and real sports.
This evolution is necessary so that the
industry does not lose its younger
audience while attracting the customer of
tomorrow”, says Dutilleux.
To do this, the virtual graphics products
developed by Deltacast for live sporting
events rely on a set of proprietary hightechnology modules such as sensorfree tracking, image processing
algorithms, adaptive chroma-keying,
and a high-quality 3D engine. “The
functionalities of the products that we
offer to our customers are numerous:
they allow the display of live virtual
graphics or advertisements, provide
analysis tools or interactive presentation
tools in studio environments, create
realistic virtual 3D scenes, and even
enhance the stadium experience for
fans”, declares Dutilleux.
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DELTA-live, the company’s flagship
product, uses revolutionary image
processing technology to superimpose
virtual graphics over the playing field
without any sensor required on the
camera. “DELTA-live is able to display
graphics in real time, such as statistical
data (activity heatmaps, penalty or freekick maps, scores, etc.), team line-ups,
9.15 meter circles (i.e. the distance
between the wall of defenders and the
ball when a free-kick is awarded in
soccer), animated 2D and 3D logos
(such as team logos or advertising
material), etc.”, explains Dutilleux.
For its part, DELTA-highlight focuses on
sports analysis in a studio environment
through the generation of high-quality
augmented replay sequences containing
virtual graphics that are superimposed
over the playing field. “DELTA-highlight
can be applied to a large variety of sports
such as football, soccer, ice hockey,
basketball, baseball, tennis, cricket,
rugby, volleyball, golf, and badminton. In
order to highlight patterns at halftime or
after the game, our technology can build
analysis clips thanks to its efficient
interface and powerful processing
algorithms such as automatic player
tracking”, he continues.
Used in combination with DELTAhighlight, DELTA-touch is the ideal
presentation tool for sports journalists
to illustrate their speech by creating
interactive shows through a touchscreen
or multi-tablet interface, while Virtual

View allows for the creation of highly
realistic virtual 3D-scenes based on ingame images. Thanks to DELTAbranding, Deltacast allows broadcasters
to display virtual advertising in real time
customized to their audience during
sporting events. Finally, with DELTAstadium, Deltacast enhances the
experience of fans and creates deeper
fan
engagement
by
triggering
audiovisual effects with real-time highend 2D and 3D sports graphics.

with the 2D offside line technology there
was a grey zone in the decision-making
process of the VAR, who sometimes
found it difficult to determine if one of a
player’s body parts – typically his head,
shoulder or foot – is onside or offside,
the 3D offside line technology developed
by Deltacast leaves no room for
interpretation anymore. Thanks to this
new technology, the VAR can assess all
offside situations correctly in black or
white terms”, he explains further.

“All of these products are intended for
the fans. When watching a game on a
smartphone or tablet in the future,
however, spectators could be able to
choose the replay angle themselves and
become their own director”, believes
Dutilleux.

In this regard, the training of the VAR
operators remains of particular
importance, especially since the number
of steps that must be followed before
drawing the 3D offside line is significantly
higher than with 2D technology. “In the
end, in order not to interrupt a match for
too long for both the players and the
supporters at home or in the stadiums,
we will have to reduce the time VAR
operators need to draw the 3D line. Being
able to determine an offside position in
an even swifter manner thanks to our
technology will be a great asset to our
company”, believes Dutilleux.

LENDING A HAND TO
THE VIDEO ASSISTANT
REFEREE (VAR)
During live matches, Deltacast also
provides 3D virtual offside line
technology to the Belgian Soccer Pro
League and other foreign professional
soccer leagues (such as the Slovakian,
Hungarian, and Argentinian leagues) as
a support tool during Video Assistant
Referee (VAR) interventions.
The Video Assistant Referee (VAR)
reviews decisions made by the head
referee on the pitch with the use of video
footage. One such decision that can be
reviewed is whether a player was onside
or offside when scoring a goal. “By
smoothly integrating this technology with
existing VAR replay systems, we give
operators the ability to swiftly determine
an offside position”, declares Dutilleux.
Furthermore,
this
technological
advance considerably reduces the
margin of error of the VAR. “Whereas
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Recently, the company also received FIFA
Quality certification for its virtual offside
line solution. “Professional leagues can
deploy our virtual offside line technology
across their competitions while being
assured that the solution meets the
highest standards thanks to this FIFA
Quality label”, the International Sales
Manager concludes proudly.

“Through the image
technologies developed
by Deltacast, the company
is aiming to enhance fan
engagement and add
value to the experience of
sports fans.”

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM
INTERVIEW WITH

Tom Hameeuw &
Jan Hameeuw
Co-Founders

2.1. AUDIOVISUAL
TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

The Pack
REGION

Brussels
Founded: 2006, rebrand October 2021
Location: Brussels, Wallonia, Flanders
Number of employees: 41
Turnover (2021): EUR 4.3M
Growth (2021): Break-even
Investments (2021): EUR 250-300K
Start of exports: 2012
Share of exports in turnover: 50%
Prizes, awards: Trends Gazelle nomination
Website: www.thepack.studio

With offices in Brussels, Wallonia, and
Flanders, The Pack is a Belgian
company with extensive expertise in
digital
imagery
offering
postproduction services for the movie, TV,
advertisement and video gaming
industries, as well as state-of-the-art
audiovisual technological solutions for
corporate industries.
“The Pack is a new entity that was
created last year. It resulted from the
merger of three leading digital imagery
companies specializing in visual
effects, high-end 3D animation, and
image post-production: Ace Image
Factory, The Fridge and NOZON”,
explain Jan and Tom Hameeuw, CoFounders of the company.

SYNK
Historically, drawing from the different
entities it is composed of, The Pack is
a service company providing visual
effects and post-production solutions
to various entertainment industries.
However, more recently, the company
has, in part, been making the
transition to a solution business in
order to serve corporate industries.
“Without forgetting our traditional
services for the movie, TV and
advertisement
industries,
our
ambition is to partly shift our focus to
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“Through SYNK, our goal is
to enable corporate clients
to make their audiovisual
communications streams
uniform on multiple media
channels. This type of
real-time technology is a
gamechanger in our
industry.”
the development of new audiovisual
communication technologies, mainly
extended and virtual reality products,
both for content production and for the
corporate world”, say the two brothers.
In doing this, The Pack’s objective is to
help private companies to standardize
and simplify both internal and external
audiovisual communication streams.
“To this end, we have developed a realtime content creation software called
SYNK, which is based on the
technology of the Unity game engine.
This solution stems from our digital
creative
activity
within
the
entertainment industry where we are
at the forefront of our business.
Through SYNK, our goal is to enable
corporate clients to make their
audiovisual communications streams
uniform on multiple media channels.
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This type of real-time technology is a
gamechanger in our industry and will
have a huge impact on the growth of
our company. ‘Create content once,
exploit it on any digital platform’ is our
new motto”, they continue.`
For example, The Pack recently
delivered “state of the art” technology
and content to multinational companies
such as Danone and AB Inbev allowing
them to enhance their communication
with VR and AR technology. “The
multinational food company Danone
asked us to develop a corporate VR
experience explaining the functioning
of its research and development center
in Paris, which we created based on
our game engine technology. This
allows both external visitors and
employees of Danone to get a grasp of
the effects of yogurt on the human body
through an immersive VR experience”,
Jan and Tom Hameeuw explain.
For its part, Augmented Reality (AR)
allows companies to enhance their
communication
using
real-time
technology. “We imagine creating AR
enhanced Zoom calls during which a
presentation can be made more
attractive by adding virtual information
around the speaker thanks to real-time
technology. The content created for this
AR enhanced Zoom call can be easily
re-used for other communication

“Create content once,
exploit it on any digital
platform’ is our new motto.”

purposes. Moreover, our SYNK software
enables a client to easily manage a
large amount of what we call assets,
i.e. resources with economic value, and
easily re-use them for other purposes
such as marketing and external
communication. We strongly believe
that this type of real-time content will
trigger a third digital image revolution
after
digital
photography
and
videography. In this sense, the
technology developed within the video
gaming industry is what will enable this
third digital revolution”, believe the CoFounders.

INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTS
At present, The Pack already exports its
visual effects and post-production
services internationally. “In our
traditional business serving various
entertainment industries, exporting
mostly means collaborating and
providing services to international
clients. The services of The pack are
often requested for their high quality
standards. During the Covid-19
pandemic for example we provided
visual effects of an IKEA commercial in
collaboration with American and
Chinese partners. In this commercial,
discarded plastic bottles go on an epic
journey to sustainability and find a
second life as they are recycled into airpurifying curtains, quilts or bins”, say
the two men.
“In the movie industry, initial contacts
with potential clients are usually
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established during international film
festivals, such as those in Cannes,
Venice and Berlin. For example, we met
with Slovakian and Czech partners with
whom we made a feature animated
film for children called Journey to
Yourland. This project was financially
supported by screen.brussels and the
Flanders Audiovisual Fund (VAF) and,
to our knowledge, was the first
animated movie in the world to have
been realized entirely with game engine
technology”, they add.
In a next step, the company aims to
introduce SYNK and other real-time
technology solutions on the international
market. “As regards the real-time tech
solutions we provide, we are ahead of
our market and we need to make
ourselves better known internationally.
Although some companies have
contacted us on their own initiative such
as Danone and potential clients from
the entertainment industry.
Once its real-time technology products
have been introduced successfully on
the international market, The Pack’s
goal is to expand its worldwide
presence. “Our products and solutions
are not destined for the Belgian market
only but, rather, for the international
market. With the support of Belgian
national and regional authorities, we
are convinced we will increase our
international client base in both the
entertainment and the corporate
industries and double our turnover in
three years’ time”, Jan and Tom
Hameeuw conclude.

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM
INTERVIEW WITH

Erik Hauters, Founder and CEO
& Kurt Victoor
Co-Founder and COO

2.1. AUDIOVISUAL
TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

TinkerList
REGION

Flanders
Founded: 2015
Location: Leuven
Number of employees: 20 (of which 50%
local and 50% near and offshore)
Turnover (2021): around €1 million
Growth (2021): 50%
Investments (2021): €250,000 (bank loan)
Start of exports: 2018
Share of exports in turnover: 74%
Prizes, awards: Stadiem – VRT Sandbox
Website: www.tinkerlist.tv

TinkerList is a cloud-based application
to support media production teams
creating talk shows, game shows, live
shows, online news, e-sports, visual
radio and events. It is the first unified,
online platform in which all members
of the editorial team (editors,
copywriters, graphic designers, etc.)
and the production crew (director,
producer, technical operators, etc.)
can collaboratively create and adapt
content during all stages of the
television production process. Content
is stored in one location, accessible for
all team members, to annotate, review
and collaborate. It is designed for
maximum productivity during the
brainstorming, scripting, recording,
and broadcasting processes.
Erik Hauters, CEO and Founder of
Tinkerlist, explains how this platform
came about: “I have worked for the
production company Woestijnvis for 15
years, directing all kinds of different
shows. However, in my opinion, we
didn’t have the adequate tools in our
possession to collaborate well as a
team. After I quit working for
Woestijnvis in October of 2015, I
started creating the TinkerList
platform. Although we already had
some early adopters in January 2016,
we submitted an application to VLAIO
to develop and enhance the platform.
It forced us to think about how we
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wanted to present the platform and
how to handle marketing, sales and
the market size.”

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE
COMPANY
Hauters continues by pointing out
what sets Tinkerlist apart from its
competitors: “No other company in
the industry handles sales and
marketing quite like we do. We try to
be very organized, be focused on both
our (digital) marketing and our
worldwide expansion without creating
subsidiaries all over the world. We
want to be a Software as a Service
(SaaS) company. If we started creating
subsidiaries, the product would
inevitably become more expensive,
which is ultimately not what we want.”
Belgium has an excellent reputation in
high-quality TV productions. From a
technological viewpoint, it has both
small and larger companies that are
building a reputation that also extends
to other countries. On top of that, the
government supports the sector with
a vast array of initiatives. This made

“We have reached the
point where 70 to 80% of
TinkerList’s revenues are
now generated abroad. ”
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Belgium an ideal starting point for
TinkerList, although the country’s
limited market size quickly forced it to
look abroad for new challenges. Kurt
Victoor, COO and Co-Founder, explains
the company’s current position: “We
have reached the point where 70 to
80% of TinkerList’s revenues are now
generated abroad. Expanding the
company in Belgium and the
Netherlands was easy thanks to Erik’s
extensive network as a television
director, but to get our foot in the
doorway in other markets was harder.
We had to do a lot of networking and
convince
companies
in
larger
broadcasting markets to give our
platform a try. This wasn’t easy,
because sometimes they are hesitant
to work with small, emerging
companies like ours. We noticed that
once we were able to persuade one or
two companies in those markets to
use our platform, it became easier to
convince others in the media sector or
in television to use TinkerList as well
because there are a lot of freelancers
working in the sector who realized the
benefits of the platform and
subsequently took it with them on
other endeavors.”

LARGER TEAM AND
UPDATED PLATFORM
To expedite the company’s expansion
plans, TinkerList raised €1 million in
additional funding. Victoor clarifies
that the first step in this process was
taken in November 2020: “The extra
money enabled us to expand our team.
Back then, we had seven or eight staff,
as opposed to around twenty now. It

also made it possible for us to achieve
our goals, among them the revenue
target we had set for ourselves for
2021.” Hauters adds that one of the
company’s next challenges is the
launch of TinkerList 2.0: “The main
goal of the updated platform is to
enhance the SaaS capabilities, in
which the user is able to discover and
configure everything for him/herself,
whereas with the current platform the
company still has to configure most
things itself. The new capabilities
should enhance the global rollout of
the product.”
The global pandemic was also
beneficial to TinkerList, as it expanded
the interest in its platform. Hauters
explains the reaction of the
broadcasting sector at the onset of the
COVID-19 crisis: “At first, the industry
was a bit scared as to what the exact
consequences would be, but they
quickly discovered that they had to
keep making content because people
were consuming more of it due to the
lockdowns. However, a lot of
companies did not have a system in
place to let people work together
remotely in an effective way. This
obviously had a positive impact on the
interest in our platform. Additionally,
the fact that people had to start
working online from home also made
it possible for us to perform a lot more

“The main goal of the
updated platform is to
enhance the SaaS
capabilities.”
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sales calls to interested parties.
Victoor notes that TinkerList could
have benefited even more from the
consequences of the pandemic if the
company’s staff had already been at
the level it is today. However, he is
convinced that the beneficial effects
arising from the COVID-19 crisis have
not yet disappeared and that there is
still a window of opportunity to reap
the
benefits
of
the
current
circumstances.

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Both Hauters and Victoor also have a
clear vision on what their goals are for
the company’s future. “From a product
perspective, we want to prepare
ourselves to enter the news market
with our updated platform, not just
broadcast news, but also online news.
As more and more people are starting
to create live content, you need
adequate software solutions that are
user-friendly and easy to operate,
which is what we try to offer”, says
Hauters. Victoor then concludes by
sharing his views from a sales
perspective: “Sales-wise, we want to
create a system that enables us to
predict the revenue stream once we
have performed a certain marketing
action and that lets us experiment on
how to accelerate growth. Our rather
ambitious goal is ultimately to double
our revenues annually.”

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM
INTERVIEW WITH

Jean-Baptiste Lorent,
Marketing and Sales Director

2.2. MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

intoPIX,
taking imaging to the next level
REGION

Wallonia
Founded: 2006
Location: Mont-Saint-Guibert (Belgium),
with worldwide presence in the US, China,
Japan, South Korea and Israel
Number of employees: 30
Turnover (2021): EUR 4.5 million
Growth (2021): double digit growth
Start of exports: 2006
Share of exports in turnover: 99%
Prizes, awards: www.intopix.com/awards
Website: www.intopix.com

The Belgian company intoPIX is an
innovative and independent technology
provider with world-class expertise
and knowledge in the areas of video
processing and image compression,
cryptography, video connectivity high
performance computing and microelectronics
empowering
visual
communication.
“Since our foundation back in 2006, we
have been creating and licensing
market-leading technologies and
solutions that enable audio-visual
industry leaders to manufacture topnotch equipment to efficiently transmit,
store and manage high quality video
and image resolutions, for both
consumer
and
professional
applications”, declares Jean-Baptiste
Lorent, Marketing and Sales Director
at intoPIX.

A UNIQUE APPROACH
BASED ON FOUR CORE
PRINCIPLES
Ever since founder and CEO Gael
Rouvroy created the first single-chip
JPEG 2000 cinema decoder back in
2006 (when previous implementations
needed over 2 dozen chips), intoPIX has
been creating and marketing next level
compression and image processing
technologies that focus on four core
principles across all audio-visual
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“intoPIX has elaborated
various groundbreaking
technologies that shape
today’s world of television
and broadcasting, digital
cinema and consumer and
professional electronics.”

related applications where
quality is a crucial asset.

image

“The low-complexity video compression
solutions we create make possible to
support high resolutions, more pixels,
improve video quality while reaching
near-to-zero
latency,
simplify
connectivity, and save costs by reducing
the overall power consumption of
devices. Thanks to this unique
approach, intoPIX provides faster and
easier
access
to
emerging
technologies”, Lorent explains.

DRIVING INNOVATION
Working in collaboration with worldclass leaders across all audio-visual
markets, intoPIX has elaborated
various groundbreaking technologies
that shape today’s world of television
and broadcasting, digital cinema and
consumer and professional electronics.
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“Our JPEG 2000 technology, for example,
has been of paramount importance for
the digitization of the movie industry. As
a matter of fact, around 65% of cinema
projectors around the world are now
using our technology to decode JPEG
2000 images in real-time and deliver
unprecedented image quality to
cinemagoers”, details Lorent.

“By leading the ISO JPEG XS
standardization with our strong in-house
expertise, we have significantly developed
intellectual property rights in lightweight
low latency video compression. This new
standard has been widely adopted in the
audio-visual industry, which we can be
very proud of as a Belgian company”,
says Lorent with pride.

intoPIX also played a pioneering role in
establishing a new video format that
accelerates the transition to 4K and 8K
display resolution for a wide range of
broadcasting applications. “8K display
resolution refers to an image resolution
with approximately 8000x4000 pixels”,
explains Lorent. “In partnership with
NHK (Nippon Hoso Kyokai), Japan’s
only public broadcaster, and Village
Island, a well-known supplier of audiovisual hardware and solutions for the
broadcasting and telecom industry, we
were able to simplify 8K video over IP
transport and SDI cabling by using
intoPIX compression technology. This
made it possible to establish an 8K
UHD TV channel that broadcast the
2020 Tokyo Olympics in a resolution
never seen before”, he adds.

The JPEG XS compression technology
developed and standardized by
intoPIX enabled the Norwegian
company Nevion to provide a
virtualized media production solution
to the American video game developer
Riot Games. “As publisher of League
of Legends, the most-played PC
game in the world, Riot Games used
Nevion’s solution with integrated
JPEG XS compression technology in
an intercontinental remote production
of the League of Legends World
Championship Final. In doing so, Riot
Games became one of the very first
organizations in the world to leverage
our ground-breaking JPEG XS
technology”, he explains.

DEVELOPING A NEW
ISO STANDARD
Today, intoPIX is also playing an active
role
in
several
international
standardization committees including
JPEG, MPEG, SMPTE, VSF, and VESA.
Moreover, in 2019, intoPIX co-created the
JPEG-XS standard in order to manage
and transmit more pixels to a device in an
energy-efficient manner with low latency,
low complexity and bandwidth while
maintaining the best image quality.

99% OF ACTIVITIES
LOCATED ABROAD
Thanks to its widely recognised
expertise in the field of video
processing and image compression,
intoPIX is now tackling an increasing
number of international markets.
“99% of our customers are located
outside Belgium, and 80% outside
Europe. This international expansion
is inevitable for us because we need to
connect to audio-visual market
leaders who are in largely located
outside of Belgium. This enables us to
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get the precious support of the various
Belgian organizations for export
promotion, such as AWEX”, he adds.
This recently helped the company to
secure a business collaboration with
the Japanese photography giant Nikon.
“In December 2021, Nikon announced
that they will license intoPIX’s TicoRAW
sensor compression technology for its
forthcoming flagship Z9 camera in
order to achieve 8K Raw recording at
up to 60 frames per second (fps). This
will allow camera professionals to
benefit from higher resolution while
significantly reducing storage needs”,
says the Marketing and Sales Director
proudly.
In the future, the company wishes to
remain close to both its clients and
university fellows for collaborative
research in the field of video
processing and image compression.
“We are always open to expanding
collaborative research with our more
than 150 international customers with
whom we have established long-term
partnerships and with home-based
academic researchers in order to
push technology further”, Lorent
concludes.

“By leading the ISO JPEG
XS standardization with our
strong in-house expertise,
we have significantly
developed intellectual
property rights in
lightweight low latency
video compression.”

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM
INTERVIEW WITH

Ivan Verbesselt,
Chief Product & Marketing Officer

2.2. MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

MEDIAGENIX
REGION

Flanders
Founded: 1992
Location: Head office in Groot-Bijgaarden
(Brussels), offices in Sunrise (Florida),
Bangkok, Singapore, Sydney and Skopje
Number of employees: 250+ (globally)
Turnover (2021): €36.65 million
Growth (2021): +12.6% vs. 2020
Investments (2021): R&D: 		
€5.5 million + €0.6 million other
Start of exports: 1995
Share of exports in turnover (2021): 90%
Prizes, awards: Winner of the Export Lion
Award 2016 and the Award for the most
Promising Company of the Year 2016
Website: www.mediagenix.tv

WHATS’ON – THE
MARKET-LEADING MEDIA
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM
MEDIAGENIX ranks among the top tech
vendors in the international media
industry with Media & Entertainment
Business
Management
Platform
WHATS’ON. Customers include OverThe-Top (OTT) streamers and Video on
Demand (VOD) platforms, public and
commercial radio & TV stations, telcos,
and video service providers. Media
companies use WHATS’ON to orchestrate
and transform their digital content supply
chain end-to-end with a view to engaging
their audiences and optimizing content
ROI. MEDIAGENIX enables clients to offer
the right content at the right time to the
right audience on the right device through
whichever platforms and with whatever
mix of business models that are best
suited to achieve their aims. Customers
can match content supply and demand at
the strategic and planning level while
orchestrating smart and smooth
workflows at the execution level in a
closed loop driven by data. This propels
major efficiencies and innovations from
content acquisition, rights management,
planning and multichannel/multiplatform
scheduling to content publication and
smart analytics.
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“Having a global scope
and then amalgamating
that in a roadmap allows
us to bring global best
practices to local
players.”
The story of MEDIAGENIX started in 1992
when VTM, Flanders’ first commercial
television station, asked for its help to
create a planning system for their
broadcast schedules. From there, the
company’s activities grew to the Nordics,
most of the other European countries
and subsequently the rest of the world. In
addition to its head office in GrootBijgaarden, where product development
takes place, MEDIAGENIX now also has
offices in Sunrise (Florida), Bangkok,
Singapore, Sydney and Skopje. “Having a
global scope and then amalgamating
that in a roadmap allows us to bring
global best practices to local players,”
says Ivan Verbesselt, Chief Product and
Marketing Officer. “We have learned a lot
by acquiring clients in some of the largest
media markets. The knowledge we
gained there allows us to bring certain
elements into the product, which smaller
local outfits can benefit from so that they
can hit the ground running. This, in
combination with a strong cocreation
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attitude and ability to fine-tune the
platform in collaboration with our
customers to continuously streamline
their workflows, is what I think really sets
us apart from the competition.”

A GLOBAL PRESENCE
“We see ourselves as a partner to media
groups
worldwide,”
continues
Verbesselt. “We have more than 150
media groups worldwide in our portfolio,
positioned all along the content value
chain. In total, we have over 250 experts
in the various MEDIAGENIX offices
working hand in glove with over 10,000
users within those 150 media groups.
They all work very hard to keep around
2,500 media services online. These can
be services for broadcast channels, but
it also spans OTT services like
subscription or advertising VOD, to
name just a few. These are the kind of
customers we deal with on a daily basis
and everything we offer them is centered
around WHATS’ON, our flagship
platform.”
At the time MEDIAGENIX was founded as
a spin-off of the VUB, the only option
television viewers had was to switch to a
different linear channel. Now, an
enormous amount of content can be
enjoyed across different channels on a
wide range of devices. This development
also
meant
that
WHATS’ON,
MEDIAGENIX’s business management
platform, considerably expanded in
functionality. Verbesselt explains how
this system can help companies in a fastchanging media landscape: “It all
revolves around three main aspects:
there is the content itself, there are the

“Data has become the
new oil or gold, but to
optimize content ROI you
still have to make it
actionable.”
exploitation rights to that content, and
then there is some form of scheduling of
that content, whether it’s linear or on
demand. What we offer through
WHATS’ON is a media business
management platform that allows a
media company to manage a lean
content supply chain at a strategic level, a
planning level and an execution level.”
To remain an industry leader,
MEDIAGENIX must stay in touch with the
latest developments in the media
industry and keep evolving. That’s why it
recently added a new dimension to its
Media Business Management Platform
WHATS’ON with the launch of WHATS’ON
HIVE. The new SaaS platform seamlessly
expands the core principles of WHATS’ON
in the cloud by streamlining all workflows
into one shared and controlled process
governed by continuous deployment,
helping media companies to be even
more agile in view of increasing content
costs and continuously shifting viewer
demand. “A lean content supply chain
lays the foundation to actively drive
content ROI and lifetime value of content.
WHATS’ON enables this through agile
windowing and publishing across
multiple platforms as well as smart
content curation to drive engagement
and discoverability. With WHATS’ON
HIVE, we take this agility a major step
further,” says Verbesselt.
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AN EVER-CHANGING
MEDIA LANDSCAPE
The media landscape has changed
enormously since MEDIAGENIX was first
founded, meaning that both the sector
and the company had to face a large
number of hurdles and challenges,
although opportunities also arose along
the way. “Data has become the new oil or
gold, but to optimize content ROI you still
have to make it actionable. Although this
is a huge challenge, we also see it as an
opportunity because a lot of media
companies are somewhat flying blind in
how to leverage or optimize their
business,” states Verbesselt. To that end,
MEDIAGENIX has launched the “FFWD
to Data Value” program, which connects
data assets across the content supply
chain to fast-track advanced BI and AI
capabilities that visualize and optimize
content ROI.
When asked about the direction in which
the media landscape will evolve in the
future, Verbesselt believes that there will
be a further acceleration in flexibility and
in the consumer engagement models that
go with it: “The new online connected
world is offering so many possibilities that
both consumers and media companies
may initially get a bit lost in the complexity
of all the models that are going to arise.
What we’re going to see is change, and
that rate of change will increase in terms
of how you engage with your audience. So,
I would advise customers to design their
media entertainment operation with
agility in mind because one thing you can
be sure of is that a lot more changes are
on the horizon in how we both monetize
and enjoy media.”

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM

INTERVIEW WITH

Marc Boitel, Managing Director

2.2. MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

OPNS
REGION

Brussels
Founded: 1989
Location: Brussels
Number of employees: 22
Turnover (2021): between EUR 3 to 5
million, project-based
Investments (2021): software
development
Start of exports: 2019
Share of exports in turnover: 20%
Prizes, awards: NAB Las Vegas Product
of the Year 2019 for SoundID
Website: www.opns.be or 		
broadcast.opns.net 		
(dedicated to the media industry)

With over 30 years of experience, OPNS
is a dynamic and independent IT
company located in Brussels that
provides targeted solutions and services
to clients of all sizes, from SMEs to
multinationals, from the finance and
insurance, retail and manufacturing
industries to the healthcare sector,
governmental institutions or even media
and broadcasters.

have developed end enhanced during
decades five broadcast and media
software products powering major actors
of the media industry”, explains Marc
Boitel, CEO of OPNS.

Today, the company is focusing on the
development of tailor-made applications
in two main areas: Enterprise IT security
and Audio management. “On one hand,
we manage IT applications accesses and
privileges and provide auditing, consulting,
implementation and support services at
local and international level. Within this
area of expertise, we specialize in Identity,
Governance and Access Management
(IGA/IAM). We developed add-ons on top of
market leaders, sold under our own name
or by third-party companies, making our
offering unique. On the other hand, we

Since its creation, OPNS has been
serving the broadcasting and media
industries with a vast array of software it
has developed in-house. “Historically, we
first developed a traffic management
solution (advertisement scheduling
assistant) called DigiPlan. This extremely
sophisticated
traffic
management
software allows broadcasters to
effectively
schedule
commercial
advertising campaigns. DigiPlan is still
considered to be one of the most
advanced traffic management systems
on the market, excelling in multi-stations
environment”, says the CEO.

“SoundID’s fingerprints of
known audio content will
allow for an audio
recognition accuracy rate
of close to 100% with a
precision lower than one
tenth of a second in any
type of environment.”
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SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS FOR THE
BROADCASTING AND
MEDIA INDUSTRIES

The
second
software
package
conceptualized by OPNS is called
CastLan,
a
professional
audio
broadcast solution based on redundant
modules aimed at ensuring the
broadcast of multi-channel playlists
from one or more studios to several
dynamically configurable destinations,
while providing users with complete
and effective control in real time.
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“The third solution we brought on the
market is called AudioSpy. This digital
audio logging system is able to record
multiple audio or video streams (FM,
DAB, AM, HD Radio, Internet) for
permanent and continuous storage on
a recycling base. It can also be
configured to record and store / forward
the same audio data in different quality
formats. AudioSpy is surely the most
featured and cost-effective audio
recording system on the market”,
states Boitel.
Radiospy, a solution for the remote
monitoring of radio channels, has also
been brought onto the market by
OPNS. “This simple and extremely
economical little box enables radio
broadcasts to be monitored, captured
and published on the Internet for
monitoring purposes or occasional
listening. This allows stations located
hundreds of kilometers from a
broadcast site to listen to their real onair content”.

SOUNDID
The latest software developed by OPNS
is called SoundID, which is a powerful
automatic content recognition (ACR)
platform specially designed for three
types of applications: broadcast
monitoring, advertisement monitoring,
and copyright monitoring. “Working
with fingerprints like Shazam, SoundID
is based on AI and can be used to
discover all types of new sounds, not
only music. However, unlike the
application owned by Apple, and the
numerous derivate software solutions,
SoundID was immediately built on a
new algorithm not intended for the
consumer market but, rather, meeting

the constraints of the professional
market, which uses it for broadcast,
marketing and copyright support
purposes”, explains Boitel.
As an advanced automatic sound
identification solution, the SoundID
software enables broadcasters and
content providers such as advertisers to
log, monitor and precisely recognize an
infinite number of audio streams from
any kind of input or format. “Private
radio broadcasters can use our software
to find recurring sequences in linear
broadcasts thanks to its advanced audio
fingerprint
technology.
Eventually,
SoundID’s fingerprints of known audio
content will allow for an audio
recognition accuracy rate of close to
100% with a precision lower than one
tenth of a second in any type of
environment. Our competitors do not
come close to that and any noise makes
them worst”, he adds.
In this way, based on sound analysis,
SoundID allows radio broadcasters to
proactively provide evidence to their
private customers of an advertisement
they have transmitted. “For the
moment, radio broadcasters are using
our software to prove that they are
airing advertisements or commercials.
However, in the future, SoundID could
potentially be used directly by
commercial companies and advertisers
to verify their airtime. This is why it is
our ambition to offer SoundID as a
Software as a Service (SaaS) to the
entire business market”, he continues.
Furthermore, according to a study
carried out by the Brussels company,
young artists find it increasingly difficult
to collect royalties on copyright audio
material. This is precisely where
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SoundID could come in handy. “From a
more social point of view or dimension,
SoundID could be used as a valuable
tool for artists to claim royalties when
one of their songs is broadcast on the
radio or on TV without their knowledge.
In the long run, artists will also be able
to directly upload their songs on
SoundID, where a fingerprint will be
created for them. Sabam, the Belgian
Association of Authors, Composers
and Publishers, will soon have more
authors’ rights to manage thanks to
SoundID”, says Boitel jokingly.
In the near future, OPNS’ goal is to
increase its presence on the
international media market and offer
its software to these three types of
clients (broadcasters, advertisers and
artists) worldwide. “The purposes for
which SoundID can be used are not the
same depending on the type of client
targeted. That is why we plan to explore
the international market step by step,
country by country. Our ambition it to
monitor and analyze more than 50,000
radio and television broadcasts
worldwide in real time by the end of
2023. I have no doubt that our database
of audio fingerprints, which is currently
the largest in the world with 80 million
different fingerprints and continuing to
increase in size on a daily basis, will
enable us to succeed in this and even
continue to attract new customers in
the four corners of the world”, the CEO
concludes.

“Our ambition to offer
SoundID as a Software as
a Service (SaaS) to the
entire business market.”
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INTERVIEW WITH

Stephane Battaille, CEO

2.3. SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

Alterface
REGION

Wallonia
Founded: 2001
Location: Wavre (Belgium), offices abroad
in Singapore and the US
Number of employees: 25
Turnover (2019): EUR 7 million
Investments (2021): 10% of turnover
Start of exports: 2002
Share of exports in turnover: 95% (1/3 to
Europe, 1/3 to the US, 1/3 to Asia)
Prizes, awards:
• Thea Award for Outstanding Achievement:
Attraction (Sesame Street in 2020 &
Justice League™ in 2018)
• Thea Award for Outstanding Achievement:
Theme Park (Ani Mayhem in 2020)
Notable attractions: Popcorn Revenge
(2019, Walibi, Belgium), Bazyliszek (2018,
Legendia, Poland), Justice League™
(2015- 2017, Six Flags, USA), Ani Mayhem
(Warner Bros, Abu Dhabi, UAE)
Website: www.alterface.com

Founded in 2001 as a spin-off of the
University of Louvain-la-Neuve (UCL),
Alterface provides both technology and
turnkey solutions for the interactive
attractions industry.
“Our technology and our one-stop
turnkey solutions for media-based
interactive dark rides and attractions in
theme parcs have made us a worldwide
market leader. We are a unique
combination of technical specialists and
creative talents working relentlessly
together to create never seen before
guest’s experiences”, asserts Stéphane
Battaille, Chief Executive Officer of
Alterface.

TECHNOLOGY PROVIDER
AND CREATIVE PRODUCER
The Walloon company’s main ambition
is to bring people together and allow
them to share experiences and emotions
through interactive technology. To
achieve this, Alterface can provide its
customers with both technology and
complete turnkey solutions.
“Eighty percent of our activities involve
developing interactive technology to
enhance end-user experience in theme
parcs. Acting as external providers, we
deliver our technology to clients such
as Sally Corporation, a dark ride and
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“The Walloon company’s
main ambition is to bring
people together and allow
them to share
experiences and
emotions through
interactive technology.”
animatronic manufacturing company
based in the United States, to enable it
to develop their attraction and serve
the amusement park industry”,
explains Battaille.
Moreover, Alterface’s technology is
compatible with every type of interactive
dark ride attraction and can therefore
address all market segments. “Our
technological solutions are flexible and
versatile. Today, they are present in
over 80% of all the interactive dark
rides in the world”, he continues.
The company’s versatility lies in one
specific asset in particular. As a matter
of fact, it is its signature patented show
control management software SaltoTM
that enables Alterface to successfully
manage the different interactive
components of an attraction. These
include all types of outputs such as
shooting, lightening, animatronics,
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special effects, as well as audio, image
and video content.
“For the remaining 20% of our activities,
we provide both the technology and the
design aspects of the creation of an
amusement ride. Sometimes, customers
come to find us with only a space, a
universe and nothing more!”, the CEO
says.
“For example, for the Polish Legendia
Park, we supervised the total experience
and designed a unique and advanced
mixed-media dark ride around a wellknown Polish legend: the Basilisk. In
order to do this, we developed a
compelling story and offered an
unforgettable experience for the entire
family through technology. During the
attraction appropriately called the
“Basilisk dark ride”, players equipped
with Alterface designed laser devices
have to shoot at physical targets and
objects created by means of video
mapping. With this kind of technology, we
stimulate player action and engagement,
thus increasing interactivity and user
experience”, adds Battaille.

INFLUENCE OF THE
VIDEO GAME INDUSTRY
In an increasingly virtual world, the
video game industry is starting to exert
influence on the interactive attraction
industry. “Real-time media are almost
inadvertently redefining the design,
creative development, and fabrication
processes for our entire industry.

“Our technological
solutions are flexible and
versatile. Today, they are
present in over 80% of all
the interactive dark rides
in the world.”

However, producing real-time media is
different to producing traditional
attraction content”, explains Battaille.
Be that as it may, the company’s CEO
believes the video game industry can
offer opportunities to explore new realtime media in guest-facing attractions.
“Following the mechanics and logics of
video games storytelling and offering a
more personalized experience to
players allow an attraction to become
more immersive and interactive”, he
states. “We firmly believe physical
interactions in the real world will
remain an essential part of the human
emotional equilibrium”.

One of the first installations to use the
Wander technology will be the Ubisoft
Entertainment Centre, located in
Beziers,
France.
“The
threedimensional storytelling firm, Storyland
Studios, and leading video game
publisher, Ubisoft, have designed this
project. In the Ubisoft Entertainment
Centre, visitors will be able to immerse
themselves in interactive worlds from
Ubisoft’s iconic games franchises such
as Assassin’s Creed”, he explains.

WANDER

Alterface’s can also be linked with
stand-alone interactive attractions
such as dark rides and, more recently,
the award-winning attraction designed
by Alterface: Action league. “Action
League, the Interactive Revolution, is a
stand-alone attraction where guests
experience a unique mix of tournament,
interactive gaming and multi-axis
rotating motion. For this attraction, we
have developed a unique turnkey ride
experience that we have combined with
advanced interactive shooting and
show control technologies for a totally
new and spectacular experience. For
this attraction, we even won First Place
for Best New Product Concept in this
year’s prestigious IAAPA Brass Ring
Awards during the IAAPA Expo in
Orlando, Florida”, declares Battaille.

By merging the trend laid down by the
video game industry with the immersive
physical environment of the theme
park industry, Alterface has become
one of the biggest drivers of change in
the
On-location
Entertainment
industry. “We have developed a new
technology named Wander that enables
storytelling on a personal level
throughout entertainment venues and
attractions. Thanks to this technology,
players can interact with live
entertainment, solve puzzles and even
find ways to impact other visitors’
adventures”, says Battaille proudly.

“Alterface will also provide their
interactive systems for two new
interactive dark rides developed by
Sally Corporation: VOLKANU – Quest for
the Golden Idol, one of the first major
attractions to debut at the new Lost
Island Theme Park in Iowa, and
Treasure Hunt: The Ride, which will be
located on historic Cannery Row in
Monterey Bay, California. Finally,
Wander will also be featured as part of
a new educational project at Dierenrijk,
a family zoo in The Netherlands. So, sit
back and enjoy the ride!”, concludes
the CEO.

Nevertheless, what is of paramount
importance for the company is to keep
bringing people together and enable
them to share emotions while enjoying
a collective interactive experience. “We
conducted a research project on the
use of virtual reality (VR) in amusement
parks with the University of LouvainLa-Neuve (UCL) and came to the
conclusion that this kind of technology
impedes the ability of players to engage
with each another emotionally”,
Battaille concedes.
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Jelmer Jacobs, Performance Manager Speedwear

2.3. SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

Bioracer Motion
REGION

Flanders
Founded: 2013
Location: Tessenderlo
Number of employees: 3
Turnover (2021): €375,000
Growth (2021): +26%
Investments (2021): 20%
Start of exports: 2015
Share of exports in turnover: 75%
Prizes, awards: Part of company prizes
won by Bioracer such as Ambiorix Award
Website: www.bioracermotion.com

SIMULTANEOUS
BILATERAL
MEASUREMENT
Bioracer Motion is the new standard in
professional cycling analysis. This hightech innovation is the only system in the
world that simultaneously analyzes both
sides of the cyclist. With the captured
data, it is possible to create a 3D
reconstruction of the cyclist’s movement
on the bicycle. The use of infrared 3D
technology enables Bioracer Motion to
track the cyclist from all points of view
(side, top and rear view). This 3D
reconstruction gives the bike fitter an
accurate picture of the cyclist’s
movement, which helps him in the
decision-making
process.
These
insights are a prerequisite for a cyclist to
attain maximum performance on the
bike and minimize the risk of overuse
injuries.
Bike fitting and the service of getting
athletes into a perfect aerodynamic
position have always been part of the
company’s DNA. In 2013, it was decided
to spin off Bioracer Motion from
Bioracer, which is primarily known for
producing cycling apparel. Jelmer
Jacobs,
Performance
Manager
Speedwear, explains the reasoning
behind this decision: “Bioracer Motion
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“Our philosophy is to
optimize the symmetry
and stability for your own
body on your own bike.”
was created to develop new technologies
for servicing an athlete better not only in
his/her bicycle position, but also with
the shoe configuration and any other
related aspects. We want a cyclist to
have the optimal position on the bike in
order for him or her to be more efficient
and to prevent injuries.”

SEARCH FOR PERFECT
SYMMETRY AND
STABILITY
Jacobs continues by explaining what
sets Bioracer Motion apart from its
competitors: “Our philosophy is to
optimize the symmetry and stability for
your own body on your own bike. To do
this, we had to develop a system that
was not yet available on the market.
Most systems only worked with cameras
recording the cyclist, after which the
dots had to be manually connected to
get the angles of a certain movement.
The room for error attached to this kind
of system was too great. Other 2D
systems only measured one side of the
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will be to find more international
partners to handle the distribution of
our system and take care of the
installation and the training on how to
use it. We think this is the way to move
forward and grow further.”

cyclist, so the symmetry could not be
compared. That is why we developed a
full 3D analyzing system, which gives
the fitter all the data to see the optimal
symmetry and stability and adjust the
bike accordingly.”
To get your own bike fitting, you can
simply make an appointment with
Bioracer Motion and go to their HQ in
Tessenderlo, although the company’s
core business is in selling the systems
they have developed. “First, we started
with expert fitters who were looking for
a top-tier system to offer a more secure
measurement, but since last year we
have been expanding more and more to
normal bike shops. Making sure a
cyclist has a good position on the bike
has become more important to bike
shops because a lot of their customers
come for the extra service that they can
provide. That is why bike shops have
become more interested in the systems
and products we offer,” states Jacobs.
One of the biggest hurdles that Bioracer
Motion had to overcome was in the
development of the hardware. Because
of the product they make and the sector
they are in, there isn’t any standard
equipment available, which is why they
had to develop most of the products
themselves. Recouping this initial
investment took some time, which is
why the support of VLAIO was
instrumental. The company also worked
together with some institutes of higher
education to find the optimal way of

using and developing their system for
their specific needs. “We weren’t able to
buy off-the-shelf products and integrate
them into our system. We had to develop
hardware that worked in collaboration
with the software we designed, to be
able to offer our customers a unique
product. Although we do have some
partners for producing the hardware, all
the development is done in-house,”
points out Jacobs.
Belgium is a small country, which
means that if you are in a niche market,
you must look abroad. To accelerate
sales in other countries, Bioracer
Motion started working with distributors
around two years ago. Jacobs clarifies
how this process works: “In France, we
now have a distribution channel, which
really helps to get the system into
normal bike shops. The distributors
undergo their initial training at Bioracer
Motion to ensure they have the proper
knowledge on how to perform the
installation and training of their
customers themselves. The next step

“The next step will be to
find more international
partners to handle the
distribution of our system
and take care of the
installation and the
training on how to use it.”
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EXPANSION INTO THE
AMERICAS AND
CLOUD-BASED
SERVICES
Bioracer Motion wants to expand its
presence in the North and South
American markets in the near future.
“At our Latin American HQ in Medellin,
Colombia, we have our speed center
where you can go for a fitting. From
there, we want to expand into the
surrounding markets. We have also set
up a sales office in Canada, from where
we are going to try to establish our
presence in the North American market.
There is a lot of potential for our systems
in these areas,” notes Jacobs.
He concludes by elaborating on the
software improvements that Bioracer
Motion wants to implement: “On the
software side, we are developing an
online web platform. People will be able
to go to a bike fitter where they receive
their individual report, which will be
available online. This means you can log
in on any device and see what your ideal
position is, enabling you to adjust any
bike accordingly. To help accommodate
bike shops, we are also developing a
software program which indicates the
preferred position for the specific bike
the client wants to buy. All these data
will be entered into the online software
platform, with a report drawn up
subsequently indicating the specifics.
The customer and bike shop will discuss
and approve all the details, after which
the bike shop can put together your
custom bike according to the exact
specifics that were discussed.”

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM

INTERVIEW WITH

Mario Iacampo, Founder and CEO

2.3. SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

Exhibition Hub
REGION

Brussels
Founded: 2015
Location: Brussels, subsidiaries in the US,
UK, Germany, Italy, and Spain
Number of employees: 10 at the head
office in Brussels, over 1,000 in exhibitions
around the world
Turnover (2021): EUR 50-60M
Growth (2021): 10x
Investments (2021): two thirds of turnover
Start of exports: 2015
Share of exports in turnover: 80-90%
Prizes, awards: Van Gogh: The Immersive
Experience has been nominated for “Best
new attraction in the US” for 2021.
Website: www.exhibitionhub.com

The
Brussels-based
company
Exhibition Hub is a creator, producer
and distributor of large immersive
exhibitions
and
edutainment
experiences across the world. “We
deliver exhibitions and edutainment
experiences to wide audiences and
adapt our productions to any kind of
venue. Since we started our activities
back in 2015, we have produced more
than 110 exhibitions across the world
and have reached more than 10 million
visitors”, declares Mario Iacampo, CEO
of Exhibition Hub.

COMBINING THE THREE
ASPECTS OF THE
EXHIBITION MAKING
CHAIN
Exhibition Hub’s expertise lies in
coordinating every single aspect of the
exhibition making chain: the creation of
the artistic content, the production of
the exhibition, and its promotion.
Combining these three aspects is really
what sets Exhibition Hub apart from
other edutainment companies.
“We create our exhibitions from
scratch,
from
conception
to
scenography. Not being art historians
ourselves, we always rely on the
knowledge of experts to mount an
exhibition on a specific artist. But, in
the end, it is always the life of the artist
that will tell us which artistic direction
to follow. For the Claude Monet: The
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“We have produced more
than 110 exhibitions
across the world and
have reached more than
10 million visitors.”
Immersive Experience exhibition, for
example, the bias was that of
impressionism and the relationship of
this
artistic
movement
with
photography”, explains Iacampo.
Moreover, in order to truly retrace an
artist’s life, the exhibitions set up by
Exhibition Hub are immersive by relying
on the use of digital means. “The
audiences we target are of course
interested in art or in a specific artist
but also want to learn in an entertaining
way. This is why our exhibitions offer
immersive
and
entertaining
experiences to visitors through digital
tools such as virtual reality, video
mapping, 3D animations, 360° light and
music shows, etc. In this way, we do not
simply recreate paintings by famous
artists via video projection, rather we
immerse our audience in a specific
environment. For example, by using
video mapping, we have recreated Van
Gogh’s bedroom or Monet’s studio,
thus allowing visitors to grasp the daily
reality of the artists. In doing this, we do
not want to replace museums but,
rather, offer visitors a completely
different experience and give large
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audiences access to culture and art. In
this sense, our exhibitions not only
become experiences; they are also
destinations located halfway between a
cultural center and theme parc”, says
the CEO.
The Brussels-based company also
produces and handles the logistical
aspects of the exhibitions it creates.
“When an exhibition has been created
from an artistic point of view, we have
to select a venue, first in Belgium and
then abroad. These can be quite
diverse: from museums, exhibition
centers and galleries to shopping
malls, old churches, historical sites,
industrial buildings and other unique
spots. Shipping the material and fully
equipping a venue that has maybe
never hosted an exhibition before
requires a lot of adjustments”, explains
Iacampo.
Finally, Exhibition Hub acts as the
producer and distributor of its
exhibitions.
“We
promote,
run
marketing and sales campaigns, and
operate the day-to-day running of
exhibitions organized simultaneously
in the four corners of the planet. To put
it simply, Exhibition Hub’s goal is thus
three-fold: creating digital artistic
content targeted at large audiences,
producing the exhibitions it creates at
exceptional venues, and promoting
these around the world” he concludes.

RANKED AMONG THE
BEST IMMERSIVE
EXPERIENCES AROUND
THE WORLD
This year, four immersive exhibitions
created, produced and promoted
entirely by Exhibition Hub appeared in
CNN’s ranking of best immersive
experiences in the world: Van Gogh: The
Immersive Experience, Klimt: The

Immersive Experience, Banksy: Genius
or Vandal?, and Dinos Alive Exhibit: An
Immersive Experience.
Understandably very proud of this
achievement, the CEO gives us the
pleasure of briefly explaining these four
exhibitions. “Van Gogh: The Immersive
Experience introduces visitors to many
of van Gogh’s most famous works
through multimedia digital renditions
of his paintings. As a matter of fact,
masterpieces like “Starry Night” and
“Sunflowers”
are
recreated
in
shimmering 360-degree vision within
the framework of the exhibition. The
exhibition Klimt: The Immersive
Experience is organized in the same
spirit. In fact, Gustav Klimt’s most
famous pieces, including “The Kiss”
and “The Tree of Life” are digitally
recreated in an interactive romantic
world.”

immersive experience through a mix of
moving replicas, a jungle environment
and virtual reality technology, which
allow you to explore the creature’s
habitats.”

EXPORTING BELGIUM
WORLDWIDE
The common point of all the exhibitions
created, produced and marketed by
Exhibition Hub is their Brussels roots.
Indeed, each of them is first launched
in the European capital. “To date, we
have launched 12 exhibitions in
Brussels which have subsequently
been exported around the world. The
premiere always takes place in
Brussels because mounting the
exhibition in the first city always takes a
little longer”, Iacampo explains.

“During an interactive show, the
exhibition Banksy: Genius or Vandal?
brings new life to the British streets
artist’s work through virtual reality,
sculptures and installations, as well as
video montages. Finally, the Dinos Alive
Exhibit: An Immersive Experience is an
interactive and immersive Jurassic
Park where visitors encounter more
than 80 life-size dinosaurs, including a
T-rex, a velociraptor and a stegosaurus.
the exhibition offers visitors an

From the original launch in Brussels,
exhibitions are subsequently exported
worldwide to the US, Asia, and other
countries on the European continent.
“Above all, we look for exceptional
locations to host our exhibitions
abroad. The quality of the venue is
indeed the single most important
aspect that affects our products. This is
why we have full-time employees that
travel across the world looking for
venues. In countries where we do not
speak the language, such as China, we
work with local partners to establish
initial contacts and find venues for our
shows”, he adds.

“Exhibition Hub’s expertise
lies in coordinating every
single aspect of the
exhibition making chain:
the creation of the artistic
content, the production of
the exhibition, and its
promotion.”

In order to handle various exhibitions
simultaneously worldwide, the CEO
travels widely, hiring a General
Manager in every city where an
exhibition created by the Brussels
company is showcased. “As we speak,
23 shows we have put on are open
worldwide. This proves that there is a
place for digital art in the art world”,
concludes Iacampo.
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François Fripiat, CEO

2.4. VIDEO GAMING
COMPANY

Demute
REGION

Brussels
Founded: 2016
Location: Brussels
Number of employees: 5 FTEs
Turnover (2021): €360K
Growth (2021): +50%
Investments (2021): €100K
Start of exports: 2017
Share of exports in turnover: 70%, mainly
to the United States, the United Kingdom
and France
Website: www.demute.studio

The Brussels-based audio-tech company
Demute designs and provides innovative
sound solutions for the video games
industry
and
immersive
sound
experiences for the cultural sector. “By
adding a new sound dimension to video
games and to immersive media
experiences, Demute helps content
creators and developers, cultural
institutions, or event organizers to unlock
their full creative potential”, explains
François Fripiat, the company’s CEO.
Furthermore, designing original sound
materials for its clients enables the
company to enhance the sound
experience of video game players or
visitors to cultural institutions. “Our
goal is to convey emotions through
sound and provide new ways for
audiences to interact and engage with
the content they are experimenting
with”, the CEO continues.

DUAL EXPERTISE
WITHIN THE VIDEO
GAME INDUSTRY
With its extensive audio-tech knowhow, Demute provides sound expertise
to the video games industry, whose
global market value is worth billions.
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“Our goal is to convey
emotions through sound
and provide new ways for
audiences to interact and
engage with the content
they are experimenting
with.”
“As game developers often do not have
the time or knowledge to design and
program their own sound or music,
they rely on external sound providers,
such as Demute, to enhance the quality
of their video games”, the CEO explains
further.
The company’s expertise is twofold: not
only does the company design and
create unique sound identities and
compose interactive music for video
games, it also creates the programming
code that will handle that audio content
inside the video game. “In other words,
by creating a sound, we not only add an
artistic and creative touch to a video
game; we also give it a technical touch.
And there are not many companies in
the world that master this dual
expertise”, says Fripiat.
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In order to create sounds from scratch,
the Demute team does not lack
originality. “We often get behind a
microphone ourselves to create sounds
.Each of our sound designers created
the roars of the different dragons for
the Century: Age of ashes video game
using their own voice! Of course, we
rely on existing sounds from databases
sometimes, but we always modify
these sounds so that they fit into the
world of the video game we are working
on”, adds the CEO.
While the creation of a sound can be an
artistic and imaginative activity for the
company’s employees, creating the
programming code of a sound must
respect strict coding protocols. “Unlike
the set and written sound scenario of a
movie, the sound narration of a video
game is unpredictable and always in
motion because it depends on the
player’s in-game choices”, explains
Fripiat. In this sense, nothing is written
(or should we say heard?) in advance
except the coding of the video game itself.

the Belgian Appeal Studios (Outcast 2:
A New Beginning), the Brazilian Modus
Brazil (Override 2: SuperMech League),
etc. “In the end, all our clients rely on
us to give life to their game universe
while providing intense emotions for
their players”, the CEO adds further.

monuments nationaux, the French
government body that conserves,
restores, and manages historic
buildings and sites that are the property
of the French state, in order to create
an interactive narrative for the Chateau
de Rambouillet”, Fripiat adds proudly.

IMMERSIVE SOUND
EXPERIENCES FOR THE
CULTURAL WORLD

REVERSING 		
THE TRADITIONAL
CO-DEVELOPMENT
OF A VIDEO GAME

Today, based on the experience
acquired in the video game industry,
Demute also shares its sound
interactivity and immersion knowledge
with the cultural world. “We collaborate
with different cultural institutions and
heritage sites to create immersive and
innovative sound narrative journeys.
For the cultural sector, sound
interactivity and immersion are some
of the best allies to transmit knowledge
to visitors,” Fripiat says.

It is precisely this dual expertise that
has enabled the company to reach out
to major video game clients such as the
American Hi-Rez Studios (Demute’s
major foreign customer, collaborating
on Smite,Paladins and more), the
French Playwing (Century: Age of
Ashes), the Austrian THQ Nordic and

In addition, the CEO believes that sound
immersion allows better understanding
and memorization of information when
visiting a cultural site. “Improving the
feeling of immersion through sound
makes it possible to appeal to the
imagination of visitors who create their
own representation of the cultural site
visited and integrate more information
on account of their experience being
more intense.”

“By creating a sound, we
not only add an artistic
and creative touch to a
video game; we also give
it a technical touch.”

Demute has already created such
immersive experiences and expertise
for cultural clients like the Atomium,
the Sewer Museum, the Centre
Pompidou-Metz and the Venice
Biennale. “In the coming year, we will
collaborate with the Centre des
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The primary ambition of Demute is to
continue to grow while working on more
and more exciting projects for the video
game and cultural industries. In the
near future, the company also plans to
open studios abroad: initially in Montreal
to address the North American market
and in Asia afterwards.
However, the company has also set
itself a new challenge for the year to
come. “Our team nurtures the ambition
to fully develop a video game in-house.
As audio-tech experts, we will have a
strong focus on sound aspects of
course.
However,
some
other
components such as graphics will have
to be outsourced to external providers”,
declares Fripiat.
This way, instead of having developers
create a video game from a script and
graphics while relying on external
providers for sound, Demute aims to
develop a video game from a script and
sound while outsourcing graphics
design. “The possibilities of sound are
infinite, so why not reverse the
traditional co-development of a video
game and create it from sounds?”,
concludes the CEO.

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM

INTERVIEW WITH

Bruno Urbain, Founder and Director

2.4. VIDEO GAMING
COMPANY

Fishing Cactus
REGION

Wallonia
Founded: 2008
Location: Mons, Belgium, and LLC in the US
Number of employees: 26
Turnover (2021): EUR 2.2M
Growth (2021): +10%
Investments (2021): 60% invested into IP
for the in-house development of video
games
Start of exports: 2009, mostly to the US
Share of exports in turnover: 80%
Prizes, awards: Best Indie Game of the
Year 2021 (Nanotale - Typing Chronicles);
Best Game Studio of the Year (Belgian
Game Awards 2021).

Fishing Cactus is an independent video
game development studio based in
Mons, Belgium. The activities the
company is currently involved in are
twofold: on the one hand, Fishing
Cactus develops its own intellectual
property (IP) for inventive video games
and, on the other hand, it delivers
work-for-hire services to third-party
companies within their industry.

TYPING VIDEO GAMES
Today, Fishing Cactus can manufacture
every component of a video game inhouse. “Our video game products are
developed in-house from A to Z: from
the initial conception and the writing of
the scenario to technical and software
programming. Moreover, we always
craft our video games according to the
motto smart games with soul”, declares
Bruno Urbain, Director and Founder of
Fishing Cactus.

Website: www.fishingcactus.com
The company is, of course, also keen
on collaborating with other studios and
partners to create new video games.
“Even if we can handle every step in the
video game development process, we
do not want to work in an autarkic way.
For the adventure game Ary and the
Secret of Seasons, for example, we
joined forces with Brussels game
studio Exiin for the content production
and with Brussels sound studio
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“By designing gamified
content for other industries,
we enhance education and
training through video
game technology.”
Demute for music integration and
sound programming. This approach is
also necessary in our field. Because of
the global size of the video game
market, we cannot see other Belgian
players as competitors but as
partners”, he adds.
On this huge international video game
market, the Belgian company is also
able to differentiate itself from other
global players thanks to the particular
niche market it is serving. “We have
explored and revolutionized a niche
market called typing games, a genre of
video games that was originally created
to familiarize players with keyboard
use in the 1990s. Today, as players are
more accustomed to using a keyboard
and with the games getting more
difficult and complex, they have now
become a video game category of their
own. Usually, a typing game will require
players to quickly or precisely type in
words that display on the screen to
proceed in the game, functioning as
both a challenge and a means to
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training tools in a gamified environment”,
he explains.

improve their touch-typing skills”,
explains Urbain.
The most successful typing video game
for the company has undoubtedly been
Epistory – Typing Chronicles. “In this
atmospheric adventure typing game
folded in an origami world, a writer
lacking inspiration is looking for help to
write her latest book. In this sense, it is
a story where everything has to be
written, both for the in-game character
and for the player on his or her
keyboard”, tells Urbain.
Epistory – Typing Chronicles was first
released on the digital distribution
service Steam, where it received
overwhelmingly positive ratings. “The
video game was positively received
straightaway and even won several
awards. Today, over four hundred
thousand people have played it. By
gamifying the typing process, Fishing
Cactus has designed unique products
for a specific – often female – audience
in an underserved niche market. The
game also has two spiritual sequels:
Nanotale – Typing Chronicles, which
has already been released, and
Outshine – Typing Chronicles, the
release of which is planned for early
2022”, he states.

GAMIFICATION AS A
TOOL FOR OTHER
INDUSTRIES
Fishing Cactus also provides its video
game development expertise to third

party clients. “We can act as external
providers and offer work-for-hire
services to customers active in our
industry. For example, we provide
porting services to video game
developers to allow them to port a video
game from one platform to another,
from PC to console for instance.
Furthermore, our company can also
offer business development and mobile
distribution services to its clients”,
declares Urbain.
More
importantly,
the
Belgian
company also provides its video game
development technology knowledge to
other industries by creating gamified
products. “By designing gamified
content for other industries, we
enhance education and training
through video game technology. For
instance, employees of international
pharmaceutical companies such as
Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline learned how
to manipulate hazardous chemicals
thanks to an immersive video game
created by Fishing Cactus. Other
industrial clients such as Dassault
aviation have also made good use of
our immersive gamified solutions for
training purposes. These kinds of
products are more than mere
simulators, they are professional

“We always craft our
video games according to
the motto smart games
with soul.”
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As a result, the company’s founder is
convinced that the video game industry
is exerting an increasingly significant
influence on other industries. “The use
of gamified immersive experiences is
going to increase for educational and
professional skills training purposes in
a vast array of industries in the future.
Thanks to the emergence of virtual
reality (VR), this trend will only continue
in the future. The cultural industry, for
example, will benefit greatly from VR to
improve visitor experiences,” he adds.
The movie industry is yet another
sector that is moving closer and closer
to the video game industry. “We are
definitely witnessing a blend in the
skills used in the video game industry
and the traditional movie industry. As a
matter of fact, an increasing number of
movie professionals are now working
hand in hand with video game
developers to make movies or produce
special visual effects. In that sense, we
can say that the video game industry is
a driver of change for the entire
entertainment industry”, according to
Urbain.
In addition to spreading like wildfire
across the most diverse industries, the
video game industry that Fishing
Cactus is part of has been very resilient
during the coronavirus pandemic.
“Because people were at home, they
engaged in an increasing number of
virtual entertainment activities., Our
industry has therefore increased its
sales and diversified its audience
during the pandemic. I believe that
thanks to our Belgian touch and the
high-level
standards
we
have
established for ourselves, we can play
our cards right to attract these new
audiences on a thriving global market”,
concludes Urbain.

SUCCESS STORIES IN BELGIUM

INTERVIEW WITH

Timothy Vanherberghen, Managing Director

2.4. VIDEO GAMING
COMPANY

Triangle Factory
REGION

Flanders
Founded: 2010
Location: Ghent
Number of employees: +30
Turnover (2021): €2.9 million
Growth (2021): 63%
Investments (2021): 2 unannounced VR
titles
Start of exports: 2014
Share of exports in turnover (2021): 80%
Prizes, awards: Deloitte Fast50 2021:
Winner media & entertainment category;
Belgian Game Awards: Best Studio 2020,
Belgian Game Awards: Best Mobile Game
2019
Website: www.triangle-factory.be

EMPHASIS ON
MOBILE/VR AND
AR APPLICATIONS
Triangle Factory is an independent
game developer with a hunger for new
technology. The company looks for
creative ways to build fun and
immersive experiences and has a
strong focus on mobile/VR and AR
content for many use cases ranging
from entertainment to enterprise.
Apart from mobile games, Triangle
Factory also produces Location Based
Entertainment (LBE) VR content and
has created multiple VR games both
for new and existing IP’s and different
hardware (Vive, Oculus, Optitrack). In
addition to developing their own
creative concepts, they also help other
companies to build ground-breaking
experiences for more serious purposes.
Timothy Vanherberghen, Triangle
Factory’s Managing Director, explains
the company’s success: “The way we
try to differentiate ourselves from other
game developers is through innovation
and creativity and by frequently rotating
our staff between different projects.
This keeps our employees motivated as
they don’t have to work for too long on
one single project. Another added
benefit is that every member of your
team knows each project. This makes it
possible to complement and evaluate
each other, which results in the
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“Developing a game poses
a serious financial risk
given that the production
costs are quite high.”
company becoming stronger as a unit
because it can overcome the departure
of an employee more easily.”
Globally, Triangle Factory is trying to
position itself as a company that builds
high-quality
VR
entertainment
applications. Its flagship project right
now is Hyper Dash, a VR multiplayer
team-based shooter, which has sold
more than 100,000 units worldwide and
garnered around €1.6 million in
revenues in 2021 on a total revenue
stream of €2.9 million. Around 80% of
Triangle Factory’s total revenues are
generated by export-related activities
and that figure is even closer to 100%
on the entertainment side. The
company works with different partners
to provide solutions for companies like
BMW, Nestlé, Unilever, Mastercard,
that use game technology for training
purposes, while also working on their
own entertainment projects.

BALLISTIC – FIRST FOR
VR DEVELOPED SPORT
Triangle Factory also made headlines
recently with the launch of Ballistic, a
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some major impact of that little bit of
extra support that we received from
these organizations, which has helped
to grow the game development sector
in our country”, notes Vanherberghen.

ADDRESSING THE BRAIN
DRAIN
first for VR developed sport, which it
collaborated on with Sport Vlaanderen.
It’s an intense, unique two-on-two sport,
which is played in Virtual Reality. The
best way to describe it is as a crossing
between padel and volleyball in a
futuristic setting. “It is currently only
being tested in Belgium, but if it shows
success and the numbers are good,
then we will perhaps take it
internationally,” states Vanherberghen.
He adds that “the line between regular
sports and e-sports is slowly fading
because the latter is becoming a
physical activity in its own right due to
Virtual Reality. Although Ballistic is
meant for LBE and not for in-home
entertainment, some of our other
products like Hyper Dash definitely
show potential as an e-sport that you
can participate in from your own home.”
Vanherberghen points out that one of the
difficulties in being a game developer is
the pressure of consistently having to
turn out good-quality products: “It takes
a lot of time, work and effort to become
successful in this industry. Developing a
game poses a serious financial risk

“The fact that most of
Triangle Factory’s
revenues are exportrelated comes from
being present at
international events.”

given that the production costs are quite
high and, if you don’t already have a
successful game on the market, you
don’t make any money while you are
working on it. It’s important to be
persistent and have time and ample
financial resources to learn from
mistakes because your first couple of
attempts at launching a game might not
turn into the success you hoped for. You
also have to be willing to cancel projects
in the development phase when it
becomes clear that they won’t turn into a
success. This can be a difficult decision
when you have already spent a lot of
time, money and effort on it, which
makes it a possible pitfall for a lot of
studios that are working on their own
products.”
Organizations like VAF Gamefonds,
FLEGA and Flanders DC also try to
support companies in the game
development industry in a variety of
ways. “The sector has clearly been
growing over the past five to ten years,
mostly since the VAF started providing
funding for early-stage ideas and
concepts. This has given a boost to the
industry, evidenced by quite a few
developers who started out small
having grown into some of the bigger
companies around today. Flanders DC,
with the help of FLEGA, has brought
the industry together by getting us
organized and making sure that the
sector is present at the most important
industry events. We really have seen
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There are however still a few things
that can be improved on even though
Belgium has a lot of assets when it
comes to attracting the right people.
“We have a really big talent pool in
Belgium with well-educated people. A
lot of talent is coming from Kortrijk,
which is where one of the best gaming
schools in the world is located. One of
the problems we are encountering is a
brain drain: there is not enough work in
Belgium for all these talented people,
which is probably why already more
than 40% of graduates are leaving
Belgium to join large development
studios all over the world. That’s still
something that we need to improve
on,” points out Vanherberghen.
He concludes by saying that the
COVID-19 pandemic has posed some
challenges for companies that are still
trying to find their way in the sector.
“The fact that most of Triangle
Factory’s revenues are export-related
comes from being present at
international events, going out there
and talking to people. Our game
development studio has already built
an extensive network abroad over the
years but, for a studio that is still trying
to find its way, the pandemic hasn’t
quite had a positive effect. Without the
physical interaction, the situation is
still a bit more difficult in my opinion
because meeting new interesting
people in our sector often happens by
accident at events, which obviously
isn’t possible right now.”

STAKEHOLDERS
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SECTION 3

STAKEHOLDERS
3.1
OFFICIAL PARTNERS
FPS Foreign Affairs
The promotion and defense of Belgian economic interests abroad is a top priority of the
Federal Public Service (FPS) Foreign Affairs. This is done in a number of ways. FPS Foreign
Affairs coordinates Belgium’s ambitious trade and investment protection policy, it monitors
market access problems and it provides diplomatic support to Belgian companies abroad.
Moreover, FPS Foreign Affairs supports Belgian businesses in their international activities by
coordinating the economic missions of HRH Princess Astrid, as Representative of His Majesty
the King, and through the State visits led by His Majesty the King.
FPS Foreign Affairs also actively promotes Belgium’s international image as a good place to
do business, by participating in international forums, such as the International Expositions
and the World Economic Forum, by organizing bilateral visits and by ensuring Belgium’s
multilateral action in the relevant international organizations.
Follow us on: www.diplomatie.belgium.be/en

Flanders Investment & Trade
Flanders Investment & Trade (FIT) promotes international entrepreneurship in Flanders in a
sustainable way as a key factor in the social and economic development of the region. FIT does
so by supporting the international activities of Flemish companies and by attracting foreign
investors to Flanders. FIT assists, supports and stimulates companies in international business
and offers tailored advice and guidance. Companies can call on its network of contacts both in
Flanders and abroad. And FIT provides financial support and information on a wide range of
financial incentives, country specific business practices and market opportunities.
Flanders has many assets for ambitious Flemish enterprises and SMEs as well as for interested
international companies. For companies based in Flanders, its region acts as a perfect gateway
to global markets. For them, FIT tries to lower the threshold to doing business abroad and
offers all Flemish companies worldwide publicity. FIT promotes its services, provides
information and knowledge about export and offers networking opportunities between
entrepreneurs and brings them into contact with potential partners abroad.
Flanders is a pole of attraction for foreign companies: thanks to its central location in Europe,
its strongly developed infrastructure, its innovative clusters and R&D friendly incentives,
open economy and numerous other strengths. FIT adopts a tailored approach to potential
investors and convinces them of the opportunities for their company in Flanders. Furthermore,
FIT focuses on existing investors in Flanders planning to expand their businesses locally.
Innovative clusters are of key importance to Flanders as a knowledge region. FIT assists
these clusters in their internationalization process and tries to attract foreign investors
capable of strengthening clusters to grow into major international players.
Follow us on: www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.com
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Wallonia Export-Investment Agency (AWEX)
The Wallonia Export-Investment Agency (AWEX) develops and manages the international
economic relations of Wallonia, the Southern region of Belgium. The agency, which employs
more than 400 people, promotes the competitive advantages of Wallonia internationally.
AWEX makes use of its global network of more than 100 offices to strengthen in a sustainable
way the image of Wallonia abroad. To promote international business relations, AWEX
exchanges commercial information with both the international business community and
Walloon companies.
The agency provides exporters, importers and potential investors with information on:
• the region of Wallonia and its export potential by means of macro-economic data
• Wallonia-based companies and their products/services
• the potential of Wallonia-based companies for international partnerships
Furthermore, AWEX assists companies based in Wallonia with a wide range of services in
regard to their international activities such as:
• gathering information on foreign markets
• carrying out individual market studies upon request
• organizing trade missions, group stands at international fairs, and visits to Wallonia by
foreign dignitaries and captains of industry
• promoting commercial contacts with international organizations
• providing financial incentives for export activities
• organizing professional training of specific commercial skills
• increasing awareness of international business opportunities
In addition, AWEX has a key role in the expansion or development of the business of potential foreign
investors. It offers its expertise in how to establish a business in Wallonia, as well as provide
them with detailed information and tailored made assistance on local investment opportunities.
Follow us on: www.investinwallonia.be & www.awex-export.be

hub.brussels
hub.brussels, the Brussels Agency for Business Support is offering free-of-charge solutions
and advice for start-ups and scale-ups in Brussels and beyond, as well as services focusing
on strategy, financing, clustering and internationalisation.
One of the missions of hub.brussels is indeed to facilitate the internationalization of Brussels’
economy by helping Brussels businesses compete in global markets. More than 90 economic
and commercial attachés located on every continent provide free support to SMEs, approach
potential local prospects and partners, organize networking events, …
A “Welcome Package” is available to potential investors, providing them with fully equipped
office space for three months and a wide range of services so that they can experience the
advantages of setting up business operations in Brussels.
Follow us on: www.hub.brussels
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3.2
ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGIES PARTNERS

Agoria Sports and Entertainment Technology Club
Agoria’s Sports & Entertainment Technology Club is the Belgian representative for technology leaders active in the sports and entertainment sector. Within the club, the following communities are present: Building, Security, Hospitality, Fan experience, Sports equipment, Media Technology, Athlete Performance, Equestrian Cluster. From media technology to sports
infrastructure to access control. It is our mission as technology experts to advise global
sports and entertainment organizations integrating sustainable and innovative technologies
for higher performance, safety, enhanced fan experience, and new business opportunities.
Website: www.agoria.be/en/themes/market-development/sports-entertainment/
sports-entertainment-technology-club

Digital Wallonia
The Digital Wallonia platform is a place that brings people together and shares information
about the projects that make up the digital strategy together with Wallonia’s latest digital
news. It offers a wide range of services: sector-specific networks, ecosystems, international
mission catalogue, open data, API, calendar, press review, and much more.
Digital Wallonia is all about three complementary, indivisible concepts:
• The strategy. This defines public policies’ priorities and goals, as well as the support
framework offered to private initiatives to promote digital technology.
• The platform. This provides services and support for public and private stakeholders
involved in implementing the digital strategy.
• The brand. This unites the public and private stakeholders and initiatives launched
within the context of the digital strategy and ensures their visibility.
The main goals of the digitalwallonia.be platform are to present Wallonia’s digital strategy
and monitor the projects launched, propose benchmark content on the technology, challenges and opportunities involved in the digital transformation, be a smart showcase for businesses in the digital sector, put together a dynamic network outlining digital habits in Wallonia (e-commerce sector, digital schools, smart cities etc.) and provide operational services to
and (Agence du Numérique)’s partners and to the stakeholders involved in implementing the
digital strategy (mission catalogues, digital ecosystems, shared calendar etc.).
List of members: www.digitalwallonia.be/en/directory
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Febelav
Febelav is a sector organization for the radio and television broadcast companies in the
private sector. Febelav aims to study, protect and develop the professional interests of its
affiliates. Febelav does this by:
• defending the interests of its members; the representations of the companies of the
sector in the relations with the representative employee organizations;
• the organization and the conclusion of collective labor agreements binding on the
members to make the employment conditions in the sector transparent and uniform;
• initiate relations between the companies in the sector and between the companies in
the sector and the public authorities, at regional and federal level as well as at European and international level.

Feweb
FeWeb is the sector organization of companies in the internet sector, such as web, mobile
and apps development, e-commerce and digital marketing. FeWeb professionalizes and promotes the sector by sharing experience and knowledge through its FeWeb eXperience Labs.
They stimulate sustainable and fair entrepreneurship and provide networking and training.
FeWeb represents 520 member companies and more than 3000 digital professionals.
List of members: www.feweb.be/nl/toolbox/webbedrijf-zoeken

Flega
Flega is the sector federation of companies in the video game development ecosystem in
Flanders and has 65 members. Flega supports the entire Flemish game development ecosystem, defends and proactively promotes the interests of our members, advise members
and encourage them to share info and knowledge and represents its members in communication with government, non-video game sectors and international organizations. Flega is
also part of Belgian Games, the umbrella brand for the entire Belgian game development
ecosystem.
List of members: www.flega.be/members
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hospitality.brussels
Created in 2017 and based at hub.brussels, the cluster hospitality.brussels encourages collaboration and synergies between different stakeholders in the hospitality sector: entrepreneurs, small and large companies, universities and researchers, professional associations
and federations, regional institutions…
The network supports Brussels-based companies, innovative start-ups, and SMEs active in
the Tourism, Event and Culture ecosystem:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation services
Food services
Transportation
Travel services
Event management, Tradeshows and Conferences
Touristic Attractions
Cultural & and Leisure activities

In order to support and promote entrepreneurship and to stimulate the growth and development of new businesses, the cluster offers its members various services.
1. Many collective services are offered to all members:
- Conferences with the support of professional stakeholders coming to share their expertise
- Specific workshops based on the challenges faced by members of the hospitality cluster
- Inclusion in the Brussels hospitality ecosystem
- Increase the visibility of the members and the development of their network
2.	Individual coaching: free of charge personalized guidance to turn innovative projects into
a commercial solution/product or accelerate the company’s development. Personalized
support services include:
-

Development of the economic model, business plans and financial plans
Grants and regional subsidies
Search for financing, pitching preparation
Competitive/strategic positioning
Identification of partnership opportunities

3.	Support the internationalization of the cluster members
	Through the organization of missions abroad, the support of a broad network of trade
advisors worldwide and from a EU team to find EU funding and potential technological/
commercial partners.
List of members: www.hospitality.brussels/en/nos-membres/
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LeanSquare
LeanSquare is a Belgian VC which invests in seed stage in start-ups active in 3 sectors: EntertainmentTech, Transition and Enterprises softwares.
LeanSquare‘s core business in the (co)financing of the „new economy“ start-up which show
a real potential for growth. LeanSquare offers a wide range of tools to prepare the ground
for financing. At the maturation stage: tools for everyone (MOOC, articles for the general
public, community, etc.), at the acceleration stage: collective tools as well as individual tools,
in order to ultimately draw up a good financing plan.
Leanquare provides 3 services:
• DEVELOP, providing the best tools for a start-up such as One Hour Challenge, networking, event, starter MOOC, Start-up Camp, coworking, curation.
• ACCELERATE, which sets up the best investment proposal (Videos, masterclass,
workshops, coaching, thematic acceleration program (Wallifornia MusicTech, ...).
• INVEST or co-invest equity (100k to 500k).
List of members: www.leansquare.be/portfololio/

MediaNet Vlaanderen
MediaNet Vlaanderen is a not-for-profit organization and serves as a cross-media consultation platform. it unites more than 80 companies and organizations in the media- and audiovisual sector in their interest in innovation concerning the creation and distribution of media- and audiovisual content. The organization wants to stimulate innovation by informing,
sharing knowledge, organize events and stimulate young companies to grow internationally.
List of members: www.medianetvlaanderen.be/en/leden
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play.brussels
The play.brussels cluster’s goal is to support the economic activity of audiovisual
entrepreneurs, by offering coherent and tailored support and expertise to professionals
working in the sector in the Brussels-Capital Region: producers, post-producers,
distributors, screenwriters, etc.
It is also a structure for meeting and discussing with other European, federal, community
and regional institutions and private organisations, and at every stage in the audiovisual
creation chain (writing, development, research, funding, production, post-production,
distribution, sale, revenue generation…). The cluster also advises businesses with audiovisual
projects in their search for partners and international opportunities.
With over 2.500 companies active in audiovisual activities in Brussels region, the cluster
manages to gather more than 160. In total, media and audiovisual activities represent 13.000
jobs in the Brussels-Capital Region.
For audiovisual entrepreneurs, there are two types of business models:
Classic audiovisual (film/television/animation/series): greater possibilities offered by the Tax
Shelter, greater roles for screenwriters, development of new distribution strategies. The
classic sector also enjoys great expertise and international recognition in production, postproduction and special effects.
Innovative audiovisual (gaming/VR/transmedia/webseries/…): lots of start-ups, new business
models, although growth opportunities are very big and place Brussels at the forefront in
this field. The cluster’s activities aim to accelerate the emergence and chances of success
for these innovative companies.
The cluster supports the game sector by co-organising networking events in Brussels
(Brotaru and Big Brotaru, Belgian Games 1&1) and abroad (Belgian booth at Gamescom),
by taking part in the Belgian Games Awards and finally by promoting professional
trainings in the sector. hub.brussels also helped create the Brussels Federation: games.
brussels. Furthermore, Brussels also finances game projects through its regional fund,
screen.brussels.
The cluster’s board performs strategic and technological monitoring of the industry,
identifying needs and problems, and offering a unique sharing service in Brussels, the only
to align all the major audiovisual players in Brussels and Belgium, whether public or private
(RTBF, RTL, CCA, VAF, UPFF, UB&BV, SACD…).
The cluster offers the following services:
• Individual support for business creation (free legal and financial consulting)
• Help with business models and financial plans
• Support for growth and international opportunities
• Ad hoc identification of local and international partners
• Innovation support (in partnership with Innoviris)
• Support for emerging eco-systems and training in promising industry segments (VFX,
gaming, production, VR, screenwriters, podcast, etc.)
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Event organisation: theme-based workshops and masterclasses
Networking activities during regional and international festivals
Strategic and technological monitoring
Support for collaboration with universities and research centres for research and
development
List of members:
https://screen.brussels/fr/search/professionnels?f%5B0%5D=og_group_ref%3A2

software.brussels
The software.brussels cluster targets innovative entrepreneurs and young companies
whether they work in the field of the business software (CRM, finance, hr, logistic, etc),
Internet of Things, Virtual Reality, Big Data, Artificial Intelligence or internet platforms that
are in the start-up or growth phase.
To benefit from the services of the cluster, companies must become members, which requires
having at least one operational headquarters located in the Brussels-Capital Region.
The cluster’s mission is to support companies and as such, offers various services, including
personalized support, assistance with internationalization, learning workshops and
networking events.
More specifically, it can help to set up a business plan, help in the positioning, with the Business Model Canvas (BMC), and more. Whatever the stage of development, the cluster can
help member companies.
Regarding internationalization, the cluster organizes trade missions with members and
partners and can help find partners abroad.
His workshops will be an excellent opportunity to meet experts on various subjects in order
to develop the knowledge of entrepreneurs. It is also a great opportunity to network with
other entrepreneurs.
Finally, by being a member of the cluster, companies have presentation on the website.
List of members: www.software.brussels/explore-by-category/
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TWIST
TWIST (Technologies from Wallonia for Image, Sound and Text) is a 14-year-old organization
whose mission is to strengthen and facilitate the economic development of companies active
in the image industry and mainly the “smart media” industry.
Today TWIST continues to develop its activities for the benefit of the image industries but
has specialized since 2019 in the « Sport & Entertainment » market (live sport & esport, live
music, museums, attraction/theme parks, live shows, live entertainment TV), and especially
in fields such as immersive & interactive technologies and content, hyper-personalization of
content, AI, IoT, social networks.
Within 14 years, TWIST has built a strong network of some 110 members (representing 5.000
direct jobs and a turnover of 1 billion euros) including 80% SMEs, 5 TV channels, 6 universities & research centres and 2 investments funds. TWIST is also supported by its public
authorities and is an official partner of Digital Wallonia, the digital strategy adopted by the
Government of Wallonia, Belgium.
TWIST offers services for the benefit of companies active in the fields of sport & entertainment:
1.	Development of open innovation services through business ecosystems that jointly develop concrete solutions in order to support the digitalization and monetization of the
«Sport & Entertainment» industry, both in terms of technology and business model ;
2.	Networking activities, business development activities.
TWIST has supported the development of several innovative projects, at different stages of
maturity. They were held by Belgian startups, SMEs or large companies such as Dreamwall, Ionnyk or Alterface Projects. In this framework, TWIST has collaborated with partners
such as Circuit de Spa-Francorchamps, Louvre Lens Museum or French Football Federation
(FFF).
List of members: www.twist-cluster.com/members.htm?lng=en
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UB&BV
The UB&BV is a Brussels-based professional association that brings together and aims to
defend the interests of film and audio-visual service providers. Its registered and operating
office is located in the Brussels-Capital Region.
What are the objectives of the UB&BV?
The main objectives of the association are first of all to create a core of common values
among its members (ethics, action, expertise, service, passion, information, quality and exchange) as well as to define a label which participates actively in the development of the
members of the UB&BV, thanks to its role as a reference point within the Belgian and European audiovisual sector.
What is the role of the UB&BV?
• To federate the Brussels service providers in order to put forward our specific problems at the various levels of government.
• Creating links and consultation with our counterparts in the Flemish (VOTF) and Walloon (TWIST) regions in order to defend our interests in the best possible way, depending upon the issues and the different levels of power involved.
• To defend the common interests of its members in the economic, social, technical,
scientific, fiscal and legal fields.
• Contributing to the development of service provision companies.
• Providing meeting places for dialogue and exchange within our sector.
Membership
The UB&BV brings together both French and Dutch-speaking audio-visual service providers
in Brussels.
To become a member, you must belong to one of the following major groups of companies:
• Companies involved in filming: services and activities which precede or are involved
with filming (construction of sets, rental of filming equipment, administrative services,
etc)
• Post-production companies: image and sound processing services and activities (editing,
special effects, colour grading, sound effects, mixing, dubbing, etc)
or be an association close to one of these groups.
List of members: www.ub-bv.com/membres/
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VOFTP (beroepsvereniging van Vlaamse Onafhankelijke Film & Televisie Producenten)
VOFTP is the representative trade association of Flemish independent film and television
producers. VOFTP’s goal is to promote the economic and commercial interests of Flemish
independent audiovisual producers and ensure a working landscape that allows our industry
to thrive. VOFTP does this by working to ensure the best possible economic, regulatory and
legislative environment for its members to do business in, as well as offering them tools and
support.
VOFTP also is the spokes-organization for the Flemish indies to a wide range of (local and
international) players in the industry, the press, research institutions and regulatory bodies
and puts its best efforts in creating awareness about the challenges of its members in an
ever-evolving audiovisual ecosystem.

VOTF (Beroepsvereniging van Vlaamse Audiovisuele Facilitaire Bedrijven)
VOTF acts as the representative partner towards all legislators, television broadcasters, production houses, etc. for all companies and self-employed in the audiovisual sector.
VOTF considers peer consultation and the sharing of important information to be the core
task.
List of members: www.voftp.be/leden

WALGA
WALGA is the official Wallonia Games Association representing the video game industry
(companies, start-ups, schools, ...) and supported by the Walloon Region.
MISSIONS
PROMOTE: we proactively promote games, game studios, Esport stakeholders, events, education and training centers from Wallonia. WALGA delivers all materials relevant to game
development, serious gaming, gamification, game studies and Esport in Wallonia and acts
as a central hub.
NETWORK: we regroup all Wallonia individuals and companies active in or connected to the
games industry. We try to foster an active network of professionals and students through
events and meetings organized by third parties, partners or directly by us.
REPRESENT: we represent our members in communication with government, non-gaming
businesses, international organizations and encourage them to share info and knowledge
in and outside of Wallonia. We partner with associations of other Belgian regions (FLEGA
for Flanders and Games.brussels for Brussels) to promote Wallonia and the Belgian games
industry internationally.
Website: www.walga.be/
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Belgian Foreign Trade Agency
Rue Montoyer 3
1000 Brussels
Belgium
T +32 2 206 35 11
lorenzo.vanelsen@abh-ace.be
www.abh-ace.be
In cooperation with:
FPS Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation
Rue des Petits Carmes 15
1000 Brussels
Belgium
T +32 2 501 81 11
www.diplomatie.belgium.be
Flanders Investment & Trade - FIT
Koning Albert II-laan 37
1030 Brussels
Belgium
T +32 2 504 87 11
www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.com
hub.brussels
Chaussée de Charleroi 110
1060 Brussels
Belgium
T +32 2 800 40 00
www.hub.brussels
Wallonia Export - Investment Agency - AWEX
Place Sainctelette 2
1080 Brussels
Belgium
T +32 2 421 82 11
www.awex.be

